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this, from Dr. J. M. Buckley’s series of
Many people who pride themielves on
ARaovLABCornmnnicatiosof Unity Lodoi.
"Letters to Young Men,” in the New York
T'\OU8BURG, J. O. Dealer in Drugs and Medi- No. 101. K. A A. M.. will be heldat MaaynirHaH their practicality are wont to sneer at the
paid at six months.
Christian Advocate:
does, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy- Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock sharp, on Wednesday
sicians prescriptionscarefullypat op. Eighth St. evenings, Jan. 9, Keb.fi,March 5, April 9. Mayf, opponents of the liquor trafficas mere
"Benjamin Franklin told the truth
June 4. .Inly 2. Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29.
sentimentalisU.’*No doubt there is
JOB PBnrnHB Promptly ami Neatly EieciM. \f KKNG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs. Med- Nov. 26. Dec. 81. St. John's days June 21, and
when he said that the best knowledge a
Iclnes, Fancy Goods, Teliet Articles an d Dec. 27.
much sediment in that opposition, but It
mao could give to his son was the mastery
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
R.B. Best, W.M.
Perfameries.River street.
is sentiment based upon the hardest of
I).
L.
Uoyd.&c'V.
On« square of ten Hnee, (nonpareil,)75«enta for
of a good irmle. Such a man is cosmofirstinsertion,and 96 cents for each subsequent ITAN PUTTEN, Ws., Dealer In Drugs. Modifacts. The troth is that if all the other
politan. He c.iii make himself useful
V clnes. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
evils that afflict society are put together
W. VanDin Bxso'sKamilyMedicincs; RlverSt.
3 x.
6 a. I It.
anywhere, and be can live anywhere. If
they will not nearly equal in weight and
8 50
6 00 | 8 (N)
1 Square .................
I17ALSH HEBEK, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
it should not lie necemry always to work
8 00 10 00
.................. 5 00
vv fullstockorgoodsuppertainingto the bussinister effects the one enormous and uni................
800 10 00 I 17 00 iness.
at his trade, he feels the ability within to
versal mischief of intemperance.Mr.
K Column ................ 10 00 17 00 26 00
support himself. . . . Between the
................. 17 00 25 00 40 SO
After having conipleied nur repiirs and Matthew Arnold holds that Philistinism,
foftitars.
...... ........... 96 00 40 00 65 00
average mechanic and the great manufacchanges we are now prepared tw furnish ns h« calls it, is rampant in England and
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three jyjEYKK, BROUWER A CO.. Dealers in all
turer or merchant prince, great numbers
kinds of Furnltiire,Curtains,Wall Paper, flour to the public that will give entire eat
changes,
the United Stales; but the tiuly humiliatCarpets,
Coffins,
Picture
Frames,
etc.
:
River
st.
cau bo found who began as mechanics and
Business
lain
Cards in City Directory, not over three
isfaction, we guarantee it to be the heal ng fact in regard to these English -speak
lines, $8.00 per annum.
who have taken positionsby their mechanQtcsral Dealtn.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths puband purest ever put in the market. Every ng peoples is their profuse expenditures
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
ical skill fully equal to that of the average
LIT All advertising bills collectable quarterly. \7AN PUTT BN G„ A SONS , General Dealers sack wo will warrant, if pul up in our own upon intoxicants,and the place which the
in Dry Goods. Groceries.Crockery, Hats
merchant and far superior to that of most
aud Caps, Flour. Provisions,etc. ; River street. sacks and branded “Uurity, new process business of sellingand making intoxicants
clerks and professional men. . .
$1.60 p&r yMr if paid in advance; $1,75 if
paid at throe months, and $2.00 if
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Past*.
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Toledo. A 10 03
6 03 ..Dundee'.. 9 U4
6 2T ...Britton.. 8 41
6 31 • Ridge wav. 8 37
6 41 Tecnraseh. 827
« 67 ..Tipton... 8 11
7 10 Cambridge 758
7 83 . Addison.. 7 86
7 50 T.Jerhme .. 7 18
7 57 ..Moscow.. 7 11
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8 07 ..Hanover
8 18 ..Pulaski .. 6 40
8 40 .. Homer .. 6 27
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of
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become an object of
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and W. O. Stoddard's "Winter Fun”

satis-
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agreed at to the necessity for getting rid
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living in
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whether this great evil shall be dealt

with summarily, or
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25

the

the question at Issue really crease in Interestas they grow in length.

this city.

Particular nttention is called to the •fact
85 that all my goods are first-class and are
X.
sold at low prices.

extendingmany theusandsof

counter this subtle and ainfeter agency. reminiscences and quite original opinions
It is a blight which lies heavy upon our expressed In bis own words by u very live

is

*»0

unsurpassedin

tion of anecdotcsj

religious progress is

cleared away before that civilizationcan

siock of

3rain, Feed, Etc.
(Correctedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, V btubel..! ...........ft
Bran, g 100 Ms ....................ft 1
Barley, * 100 ft ..................... ft 1
Clover eeed, V ft .................. 5 00 ft 6
Corn Meal * 100 fts .............
ft 1

the Mustangs” U the title of an

what they are. If sanllary questions are habit?, and fate of the mustang. "Blown
slill stands in the way of Out to Sea,” by C. F. Holder, is a collec-

civilization,and

is

•»

"Among

discussed the fact remains that (be saloons
empty the churches. If educationis con- birds which are driven by strong winds out
Clocks.
sidered, it is notoriousthat the same de- of their course in their long migratory

Spectacles!

(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples. V bushel .................
$
) 00
Beans, $T bushel .............. 1 50
1 75
Butter, ^ lb ....................
Eggs, M dozen..... ................
Honey, VM ...................
Onions, f) bnsheln ...............
Potatoea.fl bushel ................
85

n true picture of

is

Wherever we
Produce. Etc.

March Dumber of

St. Nicholas,and paints

concerned,rum

Mich.

Our Purkft?.

is a leading future of tho

the condition of the working
unsatisfactory,'hat they do not the struggles of a country lad to obtain an
prosper as they might; the answer must educationin the early yearaef the present
De that they cao never utilizetheir oppor- century.
is said that

with the liquor traffic to be other than

Hm dealer In Watches.Clocks.
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets.Holland
24-ly.

Fultz

other directicns.It

of rum. If ii is said ihul our politics are entertainingpaper on the wild ponies of
corrupt, trivial, mean, it must be assumed the plains, by Neah Brooks, author ef
that our politics are too deeply entangled "The Boy Emigrants,” who gives much

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

YITYKHUYSEN.

R

all

tunitiesuulil they are freed from the curse

Silverware, Platedware,

TV

reform efforts in
classes

43-ly.

55
At Toledo, with all rallroadadiverging. At Dan- Corn, shelled f bushel .....
dee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Britton,with Floor, V brl ....... ......
ft 695
Wabash, 8t Louis A Pacific. At Tecnmaeh,with Fine Corn Met! V 100 fts ......... ft t On
LakeShore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with Feed, « ton ......................ft 94 30
L.S.AM.8. At Hanover with L. 8. AM. 8. At •* f 100 ft .....................
ft 1 25
Homer, with L. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and Hty, V ton .......................
8 00 ft 9 00
Air Line DlvMon of tho Mich. Central. At Mar Middling, f 100 ft ..
.....
ft 120
•hall, with M. O.
R. At Battle Creek, with Osts.ft onshri ......................
40
Petri
fiarieT.f
100
ft
...............
ft « 00
Chicago A Grand Trank and M.C. R. R. At Montelth, with Brand RapidtA Indiana. At Allegan,
Kve ft hn«b ...........
56
with ChicagoA Weal Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
Timothy Heed, ft boshel .......... ft 1 00
Trains all dally except finndav.
Wheat, wklte ft bnshsl ............
97
ALLEN,
Red
91
General Passenger Agent
Lsncssier Red, ft boshsi. ..
ft 1 Ofi

LUTHER

"De you know

the

attend to

3 48
8 00

2 13
1 48
83
1 23
12 39
39 11 26
10 25 11 02
10 06 10 29
9 83 985
9 27 908
9 19 8 53
8 40 7 43
8 30 7 23
8 23 7 13
8 10 650
A. X. A. X.

'Tse a junk dealer.”

O

408
227

•

50-ly

and Eighth Street.

05
03
88

sab.”

your business?"

is

us? If this is not a practical question, Globe.
Agent Chicago and West Michigan Railway. then there is no such thing as practicality.
OCU1PHORST,L. Physician and Surgeon;
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28, 1888. 42tf It is the one overshadowingevil whose exLouisa M. Alcott's third "Spinningoffice at the drug store of SchepersA schlphorst; »e prepan'd nt all times, dayer night, to
wheel
Story,” entitled "Eli's Education,”
istenceof necessity prevents the success of

from 5 to

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker. Jeweler, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market

3
2
1
1

"What

before making your journey or one year's application of which would

shipments.

6p.m.

points, Uall and

Ik

Pavs Mix'd

."James Scott,

surrcundlngs,dead to every progressive
Sells tickets to all principnl points in

Watohu tad Jiwslry.

QOIHJ IA3T

by

your name?"

is

selves, indifferent to the nature of their girl there?”

can be saved by purchasingtickets of me.

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

CentralTim

“What

Of what use is it to talk about poverty, ward the foreman,and began to shake his
destilution, squalor, misery, here and head in a dubious fashion, when the law-

Chicago and Was! Mich.

the United Slates

PknioUii.

lery opposite this office.

WIST

“A Hembah oh do Church."

masses, every effort to shake off this corrupt nnd shameiul despotismhas hitherto thing

X.

eom

cial obstacles.”

same poison.
And because the passion for rum is so
strong among • large proportionof the
habitually clouded

Bronchitis

G., Physician and Surgeon;
office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
tuns daily,all other trains dally except Sont Ru
Mich. Office houra from 12 to 2 P.
26 Vv.
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland,going north, at
7:00 am. arrivingat Grand Rapids
Is at 10:15 n m.
PhRspaphar.
and at 10:03 p m, arriving at Muskegon at 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south,
£JIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Galat 5,50am and 8:53 am.

Taking Effect February18M, 1884.

Irltteraway your lite in a vain ef-

-

fTTILMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
v V
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-

V$

• Mixed trains,

at

for yourself,

failed, and

B. dealer In Farm Implements
and Machinery,cor. River end Ninth Street.

IV

m.

is

iicut Spt’ectiscmrat?.

MUli, kopi. Ite.

l

IT'

From Allegan to
Holland.

Allegan.

m

CROUP.

V

you choose, you may

fort to overcome by mechanicalskill finan

BTILOH’x VITALIZERIswhat yon need for
Consumption, Loxs of Appetite, Diralnessaud
in rum selling, and whose following largeall svmptonsof Dyspepsia^ Price 10 aud 75 cents
per Wile. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
y consists of those whose intelligence is

U., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, D. R.
and Smoked Moats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.

206 850

6 33 ..Grand Haven.. 12 33

445 !2 06 7 15 ... Muskegon. .. 12 03 l 25 +8 00
p m. p.m. a.m.
p.m. p. m. p.m.

f.

SHILOH’S COUGH aud Consumption Core

sold by ns on a guarantee. It cures cousumptlou.
Sold by D. R. Mecrgs.

|7AN DKR HAaK,

ManufaotOTiM.

and not

government based upon the worst
and most pernicious emanations of the
iquor interest. We have oomo to be ruled
n accordance with the views of men who
derive all their power irom their success

immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh's Cure. Sold by

TEG ENG A. A. P., Justice of the Peace and
avevancingdone at short
Notary Public, convej
9-ly
notice. Office Zeeland,Michigan.

2 27

From Holland to

Sale Stable;

that, if

any time enter upon business

ocul

Votary Public'.

28 S 40 ...Ferrjrsbnrg...12 28 2 0(J

11

83-tf

Xeit Market'.

2 35

00 6 10

11

405

555

...

Meengs.

|>OONE

you

'.f

business mau, you will not be nt his mercy,

aud so

CATARRH

AN RAALTE,

Frsm Muskegen
to Holland.
p.m. p.m. p.m.

the principles of busiqess, so that,

should ever form a partnershipwilh a

ocorr HOTEL.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
from Holland to
Muskegon.
P-“;|a.m is. m.
8 OJ 10 30 t5 2j ....Holland.

relationsof capita) to labrir, and to master

many

o

in

not be a journeyman, and try to study the

HOTEL.

1

m. p.m

3 32 5 33 ..fludBonvihe... 10 02

A.

Always have

Bros , Proprietors.
The only first-classHotel in the cltv. Is
THAT HACKING COUGH can be so quickly
located In the business center of the town, and hns cured bv Shiloh’s Cure. We guaranteeit. Bold
one of the largt stand best sample rooms In the
by D. It. Mcengs.
State. Fre** bus In connection with the Hotel.
and all journals, nnd hundreds of societies
Holland,
10-ly
WILL YOU BUFFER with Dyspepsia ard Liver and associations,are constantlyengaged
I )H(KNiX
Jas. Ryder, proprietor. Complaint? Shiloh’s Vitalixer is guaranteedto 0 discussing remedies for evils not only
Locatednear the t,*hl. A W. Mich.. K'y deni
depot, cure you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
g public,ami
and its
I
has good facilities for the traveling
of minor imp««rtnnre, but
if not
8LERLPE83 NIGHTS, mnde miserable by that
table is nnsurpasied. Free Hack for accommodaterriblecough. Shiloh's Cure is the remedy for m tit of them the direct or indirect results
tion of guests. Holluud, Mich.
you. Sold by D. R Mecngs.
o' this flight' ul waste of capital upon deW. J. Scott, Jiroprictor.
This hotel is located ou the cor. of Ninth aud
CURED, health and sweet breath grading and demoralizingagents.
Pish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accom
secured by Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price, 60
Hen* iu New York, ns the speakers at
modatlons can always be railed on. Holland, cents. Nasal Injectorfree. Hold by D. R. Mecngs.
»-!y
Cooper Institutethe oilier evening one and
FOR LAME BACK. Side or Chest use Shiloh's
LiviryABl Alabttfcin.
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R. alt admitted, we have actually arrived at a

From Grd. Rapids
to Holland.

a.m

BECKER & BEUKEM

Americans

view rising, above the
spend $300,000 000 a year in this way,
position of a mere journeyman. Look at
and Englishmen even more iu proportion.
things from a broad, business point of
Yet all legislative bodies in both countries,
view. Considerthat some day you may

W

Taking Kjfect, Sunday, Dec 16, 1883.
From Holland
Fro nr Chicago
Chicago.

occupies iu their national life.

pITY HOTEL. Williams

Chicago 6t West Michigan Railway.

to

47U.

Hotels.

it,

RemarkableEscape.

M. A.

Dailey, of Tnnkhannock,

Pa., was afflicted for 6ix years with Asth-

but opinions differ as to the best ma aqd Bronchitis,during which time the

method. Meantime, it proceeds without
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lives were lost....A German syndicateof
Chicago Is to colonize 80,000 acre* of land In
Dakota, purchased from the Northern Pacific
Road.

Episcopal mission at the Santee Agency, In
Dakota, $20,000; seven stores at Sparta.

Wis., 915,000; Smith’s

store,
910,000 ;
five business buildingsat Ligonler,lud., $20,(00; the fine residence of ex-Lieut. Gov.
Gardner, at BenningtonCenter,Vt, $25,000;

at

THE SOUTH.
A cyclone formed at the mouth

book

of

CtTY. MIOHIGiN.

Fergus Falls Minn.,

additional

news.

The lumber used in the scaffoldon
which John Brown was hanged was used to
erect a porch for a br ok dwelling at Charles-

.

THE DEADLY

An

COAL-PIT.

Explosion of Gas in ti Pennsyl-

vania Shaft Kills

Fmeteen Men.

the Custom-houseand other Government town. W. Va. Last week the material was
the Cahawba River, In Central Alabama, or
buildings, at Charlottetown, Prince Ed- carefullystowed away by Col. John M. Coyle.
still further southwest, aud traveled northThe Awful Scenes of a Sadden Death
ward’s Island, ' $800,000; twenty-four busA jury at Syracuse, N. Y., convicted
eastward in the valley of this unimportant iness structures at Goodwater, Ala.,
Which Were Revealed Below.
stream, wreaking death and destruction in
$100,000;a square of small buildings iu Mrs. Hoyt of murder in the first degree, and
many places. The settlementsworst stricken, New Orleans $25,000; White’s shoe the court seuteucod her to be hanged April
[Telegramfrom Union town, Pal •
so far os reports have been received, lactory at Holbrook, Mass., $40,00(1;
were lead Station. Amberson, ami several business bouses at Cortland,N. Y., 19. Her crimo was the murder of her invalid The Uttlo mining village of West Leftenring,
COHflRESSION AL PROCEEDIKG&
Ladlga. From these points the funnel or $150,000; half a dozen stores at Palmyra, Wis., husband In order to secure a policy of Insurance on hls life. Two previoushusbands and four miles north of here, was this morning
A bill WM favorably reported in tbe So;, funnels went on to Northern Georgia, where $8', 000: the Ibcsfn officeand other property her father bad years before died under sus- the soeae of the moat terrific explosion ever
their presencewas noted at various places.
at Center Point, Ark., 920,010; four stores at picious circumstancesafter having willed
ate, Feb. 19, providing that treepaaeer* on Indian
Every bouse at Lead Btatlouwas destroyed,
Camden, Ark., $26,000:a' dry goods store at tbelr property to her, and there Is a strong known In tho coke region. The Connellsville
lands may be Imprisoned for one year and and six persons were killed and fifteen
Linden, Wis., $10,000; the Pennsylvania Rail- belief that they all died by her hands. The Coal and Iron Company, of which judge
fined 1500. An advene report waa made seiiously wounded. The. gyrations of the road’s round-house at EriA Pa, $16,103.
murde: ess is nearly 70 years old. There is Lelsenringof Mauch Chunk. Is President,
on a bill authorizingthe payment of coe- funnel Involved a territory baff a mile wide,
little sympathy for her In tbe community
have 200 ooke ovens here whion have been in
COMMERCIAL FAILURES.
lome duties in legal tender notes. The bdl leaving the usual snako-llketrack of utter
to provide for the Issue of circulationto ruin. Every house in Amberson wm blown
operation about a year. Tbe works give emThe
annexed table shows the failures where she resides.
national banks was debateduntil the hour of ad- down, gnd Ladlga suffered great damage.
Secretary Lincoln has sent to the ployment to about one hundred men, and
journment. The House of Representatives*t
of the week where the liabilitieswere $10,003
quite a little town has sprung up named after
Tbe number of jcasualtieaIn this region,
through the entire night of the 18th. A quorum
House a report which details the immediate the Presidentof the company. Tbe coal for
and over.
was obtainedat 8;16 o'clock on the morning of which Is sixty miles northeast of BirmingLiabilities. necessities of the Governmentworks at vari- the ovens is obtained by moans of a abaft,
the 19th, When a resolution was adopted to uukt ham, is put at fourteen persons killed.
L. D. Mowray A Bon., cottoi, Cbail*the Mexican pension bill the special order for
ous lake harbors .... Horatio C. Burohard, of which reaches the coal at a distanceof 400
The tornadoes of last week in the
ton, a
..............................
$150,000
feet from tbe surface. This morning a
the 21st, when an adjournment to that date wai
Illinois,has been reappointedDirector of the
South were among the worst in tbe history of R Welch, barrel manufacturer. Angols
part of tho force who bod workod all
taken.
Mint.
His
term
is
five
years.
Ind ........... ...........................12.000
night lett the mines
little‘ after
A bill approprlhtlng 9600,003 per annum this country. Tbe loss of life in Georgia Clarence Shepard,hardware,Milwaukee. 125,000
Bradlaugh and two thousand other 8 o’clock, and seventy others took tbelr
O. P. Carry, broker, Augusta,Ga ........200,000
for arms and equipments for the militia passed alone Is estimated by some correspondents
places, making the usual morning shift
at no less than 500. Five thousand bouses John Irving, clothing. Decatur, III ....... 25.004 sympathizers stood at tho gate of a London About 6.3J o’clock, while tbe men were digthe Senate Feb. 20. Mr. Plumb reported a bill
Mayo & Ca, oil, Montreal ................80,000 prison to congratulateFoote, the blasphemer,
were
damaged.
Terrible
destruction
was
to raise the Agricultural
Bureau to a departging, suddenly, without warning, there ocMoGinnis Brothers A Tearing, grain,
ment, with a secretary. A resolution was passed wrought m North Carolina,and a score of
New York ...............................
20O.MK on hls release — James R. Partridge, for curred an explosionthat oonvulscd the mine
directing the Secretary of the Interior to report people were killed. Kentucky and Tennessoo Lyons Brothers, saddlery, Dalla.", Texas. 15,U0C some years in the diplomatic serviceof the in every apartment and throw the men into
the amount of lands pat3nted to railroads in were visited by at least two tunnels.
BlnmeBrothera,clothing, Dowaglac.Mlch 20.00C United States In South America, committed the utmost consternation. The. aeene of tho
Iowa. A bill passed to fix the time
M. Keen, boots and shoes, Toledo,
suicide at Alicante, Spain .... Russia has made
explosion was in one of the apartments,fully
fight between a United States D.Ohio.....
for holding Federal Coarts In Iowa. Some
.....................
15,001
propositionsto Germ&uy for a Joint reduc- 81)0 feet distant from tho bottom of tbe
pro frets was made on the bill to pro- Deputy Marshal’s posse and moonshiners, In
J. Q. Savage, petroleum,New York ...... 25,00(
tion offerees on the frontier — Another shaft, and therefore about 1,200 feet from
vide drcnlation for national banks.
Whitney A Co., carriage manufactu ers,
The House of Representativesoassed a resolu- Mitchell Countv, North Carolina, resulted iu
Hudson, Mich ...........................20,0(X dynamite explosion created consternation in the surface opening, yet tho report was
tion calling on the Postmaster Generalto trans- the killing of three of the latter.
heard on the outside for a considerabledisGeorge May.*r, Jewelry. Oshkoro, Wis. . 10,00( the Victoria railway station, London.
mit certainunpublishedreports by spec^l
tance. and caused such a jar that the top of
In a dispute at Birmingham, Ala., John Palmer, dry goods, Wheeling,W.
Lieut.
Harber,
who
brought
back
agents in the star-route invest! gatlous. A Joint
Va .......................................
20.0tx
& derrick 1U0 feet high was knocked off.
resolution was passed appropriating
$150,000 to over some bills y resented for collection, a
from Siberia the bodies of De Long and bis Two mules were standing at the bottom of
GENERAL.
be expended for educating Indians. A bill wm
dentist named Roe drew his pocket-knifeand
shaft, 800 feet from the explosion,and
reported to forfeit the Oregon Central land
The Canadian' House of Commons comrades,was given a public reception at tbe
cut the throat of Henry Harralson from ear
grant, and a resolution requesting the President
Youngstown, Ohio, which was attenied by the rush of air blew- < no of them through a
not to deliver Senor Carlos Agucro to the Span- to ear. The victim was a popular lawyer, has passed a bill granting nearly $30,000,000 5,000 persons ..... The National and Nash- wooden cage, shatteiing It to plecej. The
and his friendsareorganl/.lnqfor vengeance. of qjlditlonalaid to tbe Pacific Railway.
ish authorities until an investigation is made by
ville hotels, at Denver, occupied as lodging- other mule died of suffocation.
the AttorneyGeneral A large portion of the
Tho awful scene that ensued among the
W. B. Cash, of Cheraw, S. C., a son The Government will subsidize a bridge bouses for railroad laborers, were burned,
session was devoted to debate on the West
mlnoi s tannot be described.
over the St. Lawrence,at Quebec, to cost and four men perished iu the fiames ..... A terror-stricken
Point appropriationbill
of the famous duellft,killed Marshal Richards
All of their lamps were blown out, and .they
$5,000,000.
land
dfsputo
in
tho
vicinity
of
Humboldt,
A bill to provide for the punishment of and mortally wounded James Coward.
Kan., led to the murder of James Harcberode were left in darknessand confusion. They
persons falsely personating officers and emA negro boy 16 years old, arrested The miseries of the flood sufferers and Robert McFarland by Hugh Guilland bad nut time to recover from tbe shock before
along the Ohio Valley were augmented by a aud hls three sons.
they found themselvesunable to breathe.
ployes of the United States passed the Senate In Franklin, La., for criminal assault upon a
Tho explosionof tho fire damp— a term which
wind-storm of unusual violence, .accomFeb. 21. Bills were introducedto authorize the
white girl was taken from jail and hanged
Following ia the text of the Mc- the miners apply to the light earbonated hyerection of a public building at Detroit, and to
panied
by
a
sudden
fall
of
temperature.
Pherson National Bank measure, which drogen or ocal-gas that Issues from the crevimprove the navigation of the Mississippi River by a mob.
Hundreds of houses were blown from their
ices in the most of the mines— left the mine
WASHINGTON.
by strengtheningthe Buy levee. An
foundations, and then floated off on the passed the United States Senate by a vote of filled with after damp, which contains no oxadjournment to the 25th was taken.
President
Atrhur
has nominated C.
The House passed the militaryacademy and
current. At Metropolis, 111., fifty build- forty-threeto twelve, and now goes to the ygen and renders' it impossiblefor life to be
post-route bills. A message was received from S. Palmer, of Vermont, to be Associate Jus- ings were wrecked. Evansville,Shawnee- House for action:
sustained for any time. This after-damp waa
the President announcing that the British Govtice of tbe Supreme Court of Dakota.
town, Paducah, Bird's Point, and other towns
Be it enacted,etd., That upon any deposit densestin tbe upper part of tbe mine, and tbe
ernment had oontrlbnted the steamship Alert
Secretary Folger has issued a call also suffered severely. Relief boats have already or htreattcr made f any United States men hovered near tbe bottom, but cveu there
for the Greely reliefexpedition.It wm resolved
been busy all along the lower Ohio, rescuing bonds bearing interest in the manner required they did not long find relief.
that the Committee on Foreign Affairs prepare for 3 per cent bonds to the amount of 910,imperiledlives from the inundated districts, by law, any national-bankinga>soclatlon makOf all the men who were In the heading a formal recognition of the generosityof Great
and distributingprovisions and clothing to ing It shall be entitled to r celve from the where tho explosion occurred, Dick Balsiey
Britain in presenting the vessel. Messrs. 000,000, Interest to close May 1.
of the Currency circulating notes alone escaped to tell the awful story. When
Robinson and Flnerty were the only members
The House Committee on Public the hungry and destitute. The Secretary of Con'roller
War wants sutlerinT people to remember that of difftrent denominations, iu blank, regis- tbe explosion came, and all tbe lights were
wbo antagonizedthe resolution.
Lands has agreed to report in favor of the he cannot use the relief appropriationto re- tered and countersigned as provided by blown out, Balsiey was just changing bit
Toire wm no session of the Senate on Feb.
law, not exceeding in the whole amount
absoluteforfeitureof 40,000,100 acres grant- pair dwellingsdestroyed by the flood.
clothes. Ho at once wound part of bis cloches
the par value of the bonds deposited, provided
23. In the House bills were favorably reported
tightly around bis face and mouth to keep the
ed to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Comtbat
at
no
time
shall
the
total
amount
of
such
On
the
question
of
the
return
of
the
to transfer five connties In Illinoisto the Northpany, leaving6,000,000 acres as earned by the
notes Issued to any such association exceed the foul air from choking him, and gave the rest
ern Judicial District and bold courts at Peoria;
laying of track between Albuquerque and Lasker resolutions,Congressman Reed, of amount at snch tlm? a.duaMypa d in of Its capi- of his garments to a companionwith instructo prohibit the importation of foreigners ou the Colorado River.
Maine, insists that it is the Reichstag,and tal stock, and that all laws and parts of laws in- tions to tike the same precaution?.Ho
contacts to perform labor, and to amend the
consistent wi’h the provisions of this act lie and then started for the main entrance, bidding
topi
The suppressed papers in the star- not Congress, that has been Insulted, by Bis- the Name are hereby repealed.
bis companion follow. They ran over
marck; that the document was sent to tho
9 EC. 2. That an ansoclatioa organized
route cases have been furnlsbeS to the Post- Reichstag, and if Bismarck docs not deliver
the bodies of men, and over shattered
for the purpose of issuing notes
on the pleuro-pneumoniabill, in which certain office Committeeof the House of Represent- the message the Reichstag should move In payable In gold under ths provls- wagons. They could sec nothing, but
could hear the groans of dying men. ^
Southern members raided the objection that the
atives. They show that' Stephen B. Elkins, the matter. A great discussion has been sions of Sec. 5185, Revised Statutesof the
control of cattle would be taken from their owncaused by the Incident In the German jour- Unite 1 States, uponttn deposit of anv United Presently Balsiey’ s companion protested
er! and placed In the bands of Federal officers. of New Mexico, shared the profits of the
States bonds bearing Interest, with the Treasurer that they were not going in the
Mr. Morrison reported the bonded whisky ex- Kerens combination; that E. J. Ellis, a Con- nals.
right direction, and turned back. Ho perof the United States, shall be entitled to receive
tension bill from the majority of the Ways and gressman from Louisiana,was paid dividends
The birthday of George 'Washington circulating notes to the amount and In the man- ished. Balsieypushed on until finally he saw
Means Committee.
and receiveda fee for his influencewith the was commemorated in Chicago by a general ner prescribedin the act for other national a light, and was taken out. His escape ia rebanking associations.
PostorticeDepartment, and that Delegate
garded by experienced miners as one of the
THE EAST.
Sec. 3. That all laws and parts of laws of the most marvelous on record. He says that some
Kidder;of Montana, sold himself to the Dor- suspension of commercial and financial busiStates inconsltdcnt with the provisions men kept their heads under water as long a*
A terrific explosion of fire-damp sey combination. Fenators Plumb and Max* y ness and a parade by the milltiu.Tho old United
settlers of Milwaukeehad a banquet at tho o! this act be and the same arc hereby repealed. they could, and were forced to change from
took place in the mine of the Connellsville are involved by documenti connected with Kirby House, with speeches by Gen. Fairthe Las Vegas and Las Cruces routes. A. M.
water to after-damp, and at last they gave up
Coal AJron Company, four miles from Union* Gibson, a special counsel of the Department child and Horace Rublee. Gov. Robinson
After two weeks’ debate,the Senate, on the unequal struggle.
town. Pa. Seventy miners were at work at of Justice, is charged with accepting $.’,500 held a receptioninlhe Capitol at Washington,
When the news of the explosion flashed
which was attendol by over 5.0J0 persons. Feb. 25, passed the McPhersonbanking bill by around, the families of the men gathered
the time, and nineteen were killed. Cars for services rendered the accused.
a
vote
of
43
to
12.
The
text
of
the
bill
Is
printed
The Boanl of Educationof Omaha, Neb., rewere blown to atoms, tracks torn bp, and
The House Committee on Commerce fused to sanctionthe closing of the schools in elsewhere. Mr. Ransom offered a joint resolu- about the shaft, anu were crazy with susmules killed. Those miners who escaped
pense. Balsley’s story gave them IttUe
bad many thrilling stories to tell of has practically agreed to substitutethe inter- honor of the day. causing a good deal of tion to appropriate$100.<X)0 to relieve suffering ground for hope that any could be got out
tbeit experience with fire and pmoke, state commerce bill drafted by Stewart,of comment lu the city. Tie ball given by Min- In tho track of the recent cyclone in tho South- alive. So dangerous was the after-damp that
ister S.irgent, at Berlin, in honor of ihe great ern States. Mr. Voorhees handed In a reso- it was fully two hours before any volunteers
while about the mouth of the shaft were enVermont, for that proposed by Mr. Reagan,
acted the usual scenes when the bodies of the
patriot’s blrt'iddy, was attended by 203 Amer- lution instructing the Judiciary Ccmralt- could enter the mine. Many were on hand
of Texas. Stewart's bill Is a much more
icans. At Paris a banquet was given by the tee to report how much money has ready to make the tearcta, but were unable
victims were brought to light and identified
moderate measure than that of tne Texas Stanley Club, sixty guests being present.
been i»ald into the Treasury for leases of lands
by their sorrowing relatives.
After a strike
in the Indian Tenitorv tor grazing purposes. to do so until tho hope of rescuing the unforof seven months' duration, the Pittsburgh Congressman, and will be far more acceptaA NATIONAL convention of wool-grow- Mr. Harrison introduceda bill to pension all tunates alive hnd quite tied. It was about 8
ble to the railroad companies than those of
glass factorieshave resumed work ..... The
disabled soldiers who served honorably for six o’clockwhen tbe first body was brought out.
the bill proposed by Mr. Reagan.
ers has been called to meet at Chicago on the
steamshipFrisia, from Hamburg, with the
months In tho war of the rebellion,and to In- It was tbat of Michael Klpko, a Hungarian,
7th of May.
bodies of Lieut. DeLong and his comradeson
POLITICAL.
creas* the ptnsious of their widows. A bill to whoso wife and two little childrenwere waitFOREIGN.
board, arrived at New York last week.
authorizethe constructionof additionalsteel ing and weeping at the shaft. Tho face bore
Republicans of Mahoning County,
The communication from Bismarck vessels for the navy was laid before the Senate no marks of violence, and tho man had eviAt Spoon ville, Conn., Henry 0. Ely, Ohio, to the number of 440, have expressed
bv the presidingotfic-’r. In thtf house of Rep- dently died of suffocation. Tbe work of resformerly a well-known liquor dealer in New their preference for Presidential nominee. to Van Eisendeoker directing the return to resentativesMr. Ellis, of Louisiana, enters 1 a cuing the men went on rapidly by willing
solemn denial of the ohnrge that he receiveda
York, but now Insane,attacked'bis keeper, For first choice Blaine has 370 supportersand the Amerldan House of Representatives of
fee from star-routecontractors.Resolutions, volunteers,and at noon nineteen bodies had
John Harden, with an ax, killinghim, and Lincoln 19; for second choice, Lincoln leads its resolution of condolence at the death of were adopted calling on the Secretary of been carriedout. Tbe company’s books wore
then severing the head from the body.... with 123, Logan followingwith 90 ____ MuniciLasker, has been published. “Any recogni- the Treasury to state the reason of delay then examined, the roll called, and It was anSalmi Morse, of “Passion Play" notoriety, pal elections in Philadelphia,Pittsburgh,and
tion of the perfbnai qualities of a German," in paving tobaccorebates, and asking the Ju- nounced that all the men hod been accounted
committed suicide by throwing bimtelf Into AlleghenyCity resulted In Republicanvicdiciary Committee to report whether th? taxa- for.
says Bismarck, “especiallywhen made by so
tion of railroadsin Dakota does not conflict
the Hudson River.
Work proceeded in quiet and order amid
,
iraporianta body as the House of Representa- with the organic law. A joint resolutionwas
the sobs and subdued weeping of tbe strUtkcn
In the m&ttar of the explosion of the
The Democratic National Committee tives, Is gratifyingto our nationalfeelings. introducedappropriating$30,000 for the distri- families. The bodies were taken to tho
WestLelsenlng coal-mine,at Unloutown, Pa., met In Washingtonon Wasbington's birthday. 1 should have gratefully accepted the com- bution of seed along the Inundated Ohio valley. homes near by and laid out Coroner BattOn,
municationmade by Minister Sargent, and Bills were introduced to prohibit aliens from
the Coroner’s Jury rendereda verdict cen- Speeches were made In support of tbe claims should have asked the Emperor to empower owning land; to authorizecoinage under the of this place, with many citizens, went from
suring the company and the Inspector for of Baltimore,Cinciunatl,Chicago, Louisville, me to present it to tbe Reichstag,if the resolu- metric svstem to aid the common schools; to bore, and tbe inqueft began at 3:30 o’clock.
not having an examinationmade dally for St. Louis, and Saratoga os the place to hold tion had not contained an opinion regarding provldetcivil government for Alaska; to appro- No testimony was taken except tbat which
fire-damp. The heirs of the nineteen victims tbe convention.On the first ballot Chi- tbe object and effect of Lasker’s politicalact- priate $500,000 fbr sufferers by the overflow of Identified the dead, nineteen In number.
the Mississippi; to establish an interstate railMost of the dead bore no visible marks of
will now bring suits for damages.
.An ex- cago had 15 votes and St Louis 14. Tbe ivity which was opposed to my convictions. way transportationbureau; and to simplify
amination of the books shows that the em- second ballot gavo Chicago 19 aud St. Louis 1 cannot determineto ask the Emperor for procedurein pension claims. Some debate en- violence,but had died of suffocation. Tbelr
faces wore generallyvery black, smoke and
beszlement of Tilden G. Abbott, cashier of 17, and the third ballot brought success to the necessary# power to communi- aned on thS pleuro-pneumoniabill.
dust having been blown into the skin. The
the Union Market National Bank of Water- Chicago. The committeefixed July 8 as tbe cate the resolution to the Reichlast man taken out alive was Henry Wilson,’
town, Mass., amounts to $CO,OtK).
.S. Marks’ date of the convention. Each State will have stag. because I should have officially
wbo bad managed to subsist on tbe air in tbe
Jewelry store, at Troy, N. Y., was broken delegatesequal to twieo the number of Us to advocate before tho Emperor an opinion
MARKET.
very bottom of the mine till rescued. Ho was
which I cannot recognize as correct."
Into by burglars,who made off with 960,030 Representativesand Senators In Congress.
almost gone. Many of those who were in
Tho
friends of tho late Herr Lasker in the
wortB of goods.
The Greenbackcrsof Indiana met at IndianNEW YORK.
other parts of the mine suffered severely.
German
Parliament
propose
to
demand
of
THE WEST.
Beevei ...........................
f c.00 & 0.00
apolis, and nominated H. Z. Leonard,of
Dick Balsiey reports that the men acted
Bismarckan explanationof his course In this Hoos .............................7.00 @ 7.75
Logansport,
for
Governor.
Tbe
National
Owing to the high rates charged by
much like horses iu a burning stable. They
Greenback Labor Convention Is called to matter. ...In t{ie British House of Commons Flour- -Superfine. ............... 4.00 0 6.00
were tewildered, and, not knowing which
the underwriters at St. Louis, the furniture
John O’ConnorPower, Home-ruler, in the de- Wheat-No. 2 Calcago .......... l.r> 0 1.06
meet at Indianapolis,May 28.
way to go, refused to move in any direction.
No. 2 Red ............... 1.08»$@ 1.14
bate on Parnell’samendment In reply to the
manufacturers of that city have organized a
Some of them were so burned that the flesh
The Tennessee Republican Executive Queen’s speech, severely attacked the policy Corn— No. ...................... .63 0 .63
company of their own for protectionagainst
Oath— Mix* d ..................... .45 & .47
dropped off them In places when removed. •
Committee has decided to hold a convention of Parnell and hls followers. Power’s speech Pork— Mcim .......................
fire.
17.50 @18.50
The uccne at the afflicted homes to-nlght is
caused a great sensationand on resuming hls
.WM© .10
heartrending b?yond description. In HockThe great spectacular drama, MJ al- in Nashville,April 17, to nominate a candi- seat he was tremendously cheered. Healy re* H1CAOO.
ney’s house lie two corpse,himself and May.
ma,” which ran lor severalweeks at Boston, date for Governor and elect twenty-four dole- plied, comparing Power’s speech to dancing Reeve?— Choice to Prime Steer*. 6.75 0 7.50
In the house of the Hungarian. Uipko, is pergate? to the Republican NotionalConvention. on a tighbrope and balancing between the
Pair to Good ............ 5.50 0 6.25
creating a great furor, opens this week at
haps the saddest sight of all. This family
The Maine RepublicanState Convention will Orangemen and Whigs.
Common to Medium.... 5.25 0 5.30
McVicker’sTheater, Chicago. The scene Is
seem advanced far beyond their average
be held at Bangor on tbe 30th of April. Re6.50 V*1 7.5*
laid in India, and the costumes and scenic
The Soudan rebels have scored Puit n— i-aiicvWhite Winter Ex 5.50 0 0.00 countrymen in civilization,and their homo
plies to a circular letter sent to the loading
effects are of the most gorgeous description.
wos cheerful and attractive. The dead husGood to Choice Soring 4.75 «i 5.23
Republicans of Mnino show that Blaine is another success In tho capture of Tokar.
In additionto the regular Boston Theater
the favorite for President, and Robert T. The garrison was evidently at their mercy. Wheat— No. 2 spring ............ .93^0 .‘J4J6 band and father lies upon a bed; hls woaplng
company, there is a large ballet corps, a mili- Lincoln for Vice Presinent.
No. 2 lied \\ Inter ....... 1.01 @ 1.03
wife sits at his head kissing and caressing
tary band, and a legion of auxiliaries numberThere was no Egyptianarmy to help them, Corn-No. ..................... .53»»0 .541-j him, while two little childrenstand by and
ing over 400 itcrsons.
Before the Copiah Investigating and the expeditionorganizedfor their relief OAri— No. ...................... .32 @ .33 cull him in vain.
So. ....................... .57 ft .59
After Identifyingthe bodies Coroner BatThe detectives of Chicago, after Committee at New Orleans,J. H. Thompson by the Enclish moved too slow to be of any Rrt—
Ham.ES— No. 2 ................... .60 0 .62
service.
Fortunately
no
massacre
occurred,
ton adjourned tho inquest until Saturday
many days of Investigation,arrested Nell testified that the Matthews family had been as the surrender was regularly negotiated Hut. eh- ChoRc Creamery ....... .28 0 .30
morning. The company will bear all tbe exPreMh .....................
MoKaigue on suspicion of murdering Mr. a bad lot for forty-five years; that they had between the garrison and the rebels.... EnuK—
pense of tho funerals,which will take place
Pork-Moh ..... ................17.50 @17.75
and Mrs. Willson, the aged couple who were harbored thieves; that Print Matthews, who Queen Victoriagave her sanction to the ap- Lard ............................. .09Hft .WM to-morrow and next day. Tho accumulation
MILWAUKEE.
so horriblybutchered in their home at Win- was killed on election day, waa a menace to pointment of a royal commissionon dwellof so much gas In this mine as to cause such
an explosion is a matter of much surprise.
notka,
suburb
Chicago. .Me- tbe peace of tbe community,and tbat be was ings of the poor. The Prince of Wales ad- Wheat— No. .................... .93 @ .95
.54
*«•
.56
Corn—
'•**.
.....................
always
irritating
the
negroes
and
Indressed the House of Lords on the subject,
Kalgue is the proprietor of u meat
No accident ever before occurredhere, and
.32
0
.34
Oat*—
N.>.
......................
shop. When the crime was discovered ho citing them to bad acts against and called attentionto the condition of the Rsc— ; o 2 ...................... .61 0 .58
It w?s regardedas a very safe mine. Tho
told a story about Mr. Willson coming to his the whites. The Copiah people were peacea- laborerson hls Norfork eMates. .. .Parnell’s
Bail :x— ho. .................. .57 0 .58'i fire boss, with a lamp, made the usual examination last night, and pronoun* od everyshop the evening ot the murder and telling ble. They bud been patient under a bad amendment, condemning the Govern- PORr— Mt-SS .....................17.(0 @17.50
him (McKaigue) that he wanted an extra fine government. Electioneering with guns was ment’s.policy in Ireland,was rejected, 81 to Laed ............................9.25 © 9.75
thing all right Men had left other mines
that were rezardedas unsafe and come her©
steak and chops lor supper and breakfast,as confined lolno single party. W. W. Cook, 80 in the English House of Commons....
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red .............. 1.00 a 1.11
he was expecting an all-night guest. Sus- ex-8heriffof Copiah County, corroborated At a meeting of Suez Canal bondholders in
to work botouse there was no danger felt.
picion almost from the first has rested upon Thompson. Matthews had arrayed the negroes Paris it was resolved that tho agreement Coes— Mixed .................... .50 0 .51
.34
0
.35
againsMhe
whites.
There
could
be
no
quiet
made by De Lesecps with British ship-owners
this butcher us the real author of the foul
JUDGE _GRESH AM
.57 0 .59
'...
while party lines were drawn on a basis of was unacceptable....Speaker Brand, of the Rye ...........................
deed.
©17.75
PorkMew*
.....................17.25
and color. Tbe negroes were used by British House of Commons, has resigned on
4 To Be Drummond’s Succestor.
.09 © .0954
Lard ..................... .....
Three coaches of a train on the race
unscrupulousleaders. Several other wit- account of 111-bealth and advancing years.
[Washington Telegram.]
CINCINNATI.
Colorado Central Railroad were blown from nesses testifiedto the same purport.
There Is a stronger probability that PostEngland exhibits her usual alarm Wheat— No. 2 Red .............. 1.05 @1.07
COBN ............................ .49 @ .51
the track by a terrific gale of wind. Two
THE WEEK'S FIRE RECORD.
master General Gresham will leave the Cabiover the Asiaticconquests of Russia. Lord Oath ............................ .38 @ .40
ladles were slightly burned and several
Fires were reported by telegraph Granville has oskod of the St. Petersburg Ryk ............................. .69 0 .71
net than tbere has been at any time. He will
passengers injured. The accident occurred
Pork— Mens .....................17.75 @18.25
during the week as follows: Hutton's flour- Cabinet an explicit statementregardlug the
doubtless become tho successor of Judge
Laud ............................
near Georgetow n, Colo., in exactly the same
Drummond. Within a day or two the Indiana
TOLEDO.
place where an entire train was wrecked ing mills, Niles, Mich., loss 910,000;Halbcrg’s annexation of Merv....A letter to the Chidelegationhas signed a paper formally pre* Wheat -No. 2 Red ...... .......
1.01
@
1.05
cago
Tlm«
from
Birmingham
states
thot
tbe
three years ago by the wind.... genera] store, Macon, Miss.. 925,000; O’Neill's
senting tho name of the Postmaster General to
.
.54 ft .55
Corn -No. ............
wealthiest
syndicate
ever
known
is
being
At Avondale, Ohio, three people were mur- wagon shops, Cortland, N. Y., 975,000;a
. .37 © .39 tho President for this position. They did not
Oath— No. .....................
dered, the only object being the sale of tbelr flouring mill at Remlck, Mo., flG.OOO: a formed in England to transplanther leading
DETROIT.
do this until they ascertained that Gresham
bodies to the Ohio Medical College. This wholesale grocery store at Grand Rapids, industries in tho Western States, in- Ftoun ...
......
........ 6flr <ac.2$
would not only bo willing but would be glad
sale was htado the night of the slaughter. Mich., $10,000; a furniture*factory at Ver- cluding whole colonies of workpeople.... Wheat-No l White ............. L04 & 1.05
accept tbe place. One of the Indiana ConThis 1h the <1i>t crime of this character ever sailles. O.. 910.000;
car loads A decreased consumptionof wine is reported Corn-No. .......................51 m .52 to
who has been active in preparing
known
have been perpetrated of oil at Bellefontainc. O., 9l5,0(Ni; at all tbe large English cities, and an In- OiTe-Mlxed ........ ............35 <*$ .37 gressmen,
this petition, has said that there was no
19.00 @10.75
this country, and has excited Leggett'sstraw-board oiiil, Middle Grove, N. creased consumptionof whisky.... Deasy, a Pork— Mew* ..........
longer a question that Judge Gresham would
INDIANAPOLIS.
a feeling of "horror aqd indignation in Y., 980,000: tbe CommercialHouse, Be- Nationalist, has teen elected member of the Wheat-No. 2 Red
accept it. “He will be glad to get It," he
............... 1.03 & 1.05
House
of
Commons
from
Cork,
over
Gouldthe comrapnlty where it occurred.... loit, Wis.. 960,000;the office of the Dally
said. This, unquestionably, settles the caso
....................... 49 & .51
A passenger train on the Hannibal and St Miner and several stores, at Pres- Ing, a Conservative, by nearly two to one. Corn-No.
&
.36
Oats— Mixed ......................34
as to the candidacy of Gresham, and It would
Joseph Rood broke through a bridge near cott, Arizona, $40,000; a flour ware- ____ Tbe murderers of the late Chief Justice of
EAST LIBERTY.
seem to settle the result, for the supporters
New t ambrlft, Mo. one child was killed and house at Philadelphia, 960,000; a gro- Hungary wore hanged tho other day at Buda- Cattle- Bert.....: .............. fi.23 @ 7.23
of the other candidates in Illinois,and Wlefifteen adults were injured.... Union Blook, cery store and a fur store, at Chicago, pest^... Henry M. Stanley Is to be mainFair ....................5.50 @ 6.25
cousin have admitted that if Gresham was a
Common .........
4.75 @ 5.75
with five frame buildings,at Jackson, Mich., 9160,000;Rail Brothers’ printing press foun- tained in command of the Congo country,and
candidate it would not.be wise to make a oonHoos .............................7.50 *<« 8.00
was toSslly destroyed by fire. Loss 9200.000, dry, gladlaon, Wis., 916,000;tbe posioffice and Gen. Gordon Is to fce sent on an Independent
‘
' • vII
5.01
SHKEl*
.......
4.50
mission.
with an insurance of about 960,000.Several ten stores at Clarence, Mo., $20,000; the
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THE OHIO FLOOD.

s made visible os the
^rible,Indeed,is tho

water recedes. So ter

THE DEMOCRACY.

wreck that many who

once possessed a little home turn away iu
despair and become almost frantic at the
It Started— Its Progress sight. Destruotion,ruin, and debris meet They Decide to Hold Their National
the eye everywhere.”
Traced from the BeThe river towns that are suburban to CinConvention at Chicago
cinnati suffered a great loss. Lawrenoeburg,
ginning.
July 8.
Ind., is one of these. It stands at the base
of tho bills at the junction of the Miami and
Ohio rivorp. Its buildings are low and aru
Terrible Scenes of DestructionWrought built on ground of about one level. The The Greenback ConventionCalled to
losses It experiences are greater than they
. by the Eaging
Waters Along
Meet at Indianapolison the
would bo if there was a place for relief. The
water
in the river rose as it did at Cincinnati.
the Ohio Valley.
28th of MayT”
The people began to move out of tho houses
closest to the river, on Feb. 5, and a few
Travelerson the mountain roads of West, familieslocated in the upper storiesof the

How

WORST ON RECORD.
Ex.

The Terrible Destmotivene« of
Recent Tornado in the

.

ero Pennsylvaniabaited at the first inn on
Monday evening, Feb. 4, to avoid exposure to
a misty rainfall. Two days before the tern*
perature had risen to a point among the 50s.
A soft wind came from the north aqd had
brought lowering clouds that hung Just above
the taller trees on the mountalna Tiny
streams crept out from under the snow and
trickled over the roads, down through Hie
gwtleys, growing larger, and swifter, and
fiercer as they went. The eaves of the old
Inns were busied all of that night carrying
away the rainfall that grew in Its volume until
in the morning the traveler regrettedthat ho
had stopped. The thawing snow-water flowed

Court House, where they found shelter
last year, and were cared for by boats
which rowed to the second-storywindows. On Feb. 6 the streetswere afloat, and
Indianapolishad been called on to keep the
people from starving. The waters were
higher than in the flood of 1888. On Feb. 7
tho Miami levee broke and the river surged
through the city, washing away many houses.
For many days the changes were only for the
worse. Dense fogs hovered over the little
city, and channels were cut through the
streets, taking away many adjacent houses.
The people moved inlo cabins and Improvised
houses on the hill-tops.A landslidecut off

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
the

Senator Febry

The

expected home not

telephone wire is up betwoon East

Saginaw and Bay

Southern States.

is

later than June,

City.

A breakwater will be
Hundred Lives and Over
Millions,

Worth

of

Seven

construotodat

Poto skey to protect the new dook.

William Bubterfield, drygoods merchant

Property

at East Saginaw, has failed for $10,000, with

Destroyed,

$4,000 assets.

Dwellings Tom to Pieces and the Occu-

THE DEMOCRATS.

The

inhabitants of Piety Hilt, Hudson,

have grown tired of the name and have re'

pants Exposed to the Fnry of
christonodit "Holy Knob.”
Meeting of the National Committee.
A Bio Rapidb lady ripped apart an old pin.
the Tempest.
The Democratic National Committeemet at
cushion which she had used twenty yoars,
tho Arlington Hotel, in Washington,on FriClean Swatha Cut Through Dense ForeaU— and found eighty throe perfect needloe in the
day, Feb. 22. The following-named gentle
stuffing.
Shocking Wounda of the
men represented the different States:
Victims.
Miss Nbllie Bates, of Flint, has carried
Alabama, H. 0. Temple; Arkansas, John J.

of tho prize for violin playing against forty
Sumpter; California,James O. Farley; Colorado,
The first reports of the great Southern competitors at the Cincinnati Oonsoryatory
T.M. Pattefeon; Connecticut,William H. Barnum; Delaware, Ignatius C. Grubb; Florida, oyolone were not la tho least exaggerated.
of Music.
Senator Call; Georgia,George T. Barnes; Illinois, William C. Goody; Indiana, Austin H. Later and fuller details more than confirm
At a ball given in East Saginaw quite a
Brown: Iowa, M. M. Ham; Kansas, Charles the first accounts, and settle, teyond ail
sensation was caused by an old gentleman
W.
Blair;
Kentucky,
Henry
D.
McHenry
riouislthe railroad approaches, and the nearestpoint
doubt, that it is the groatost disaster that
striding into tho room and taking his ion by
whero relief could bo sent in largo quantities ana. RepresentativeBlanchard;Maine, Edhlund
Wilson: Maryland, OaterbrldgeHorseyiMaesa- has ever happened in this country.Tho loss
was six miles distant It was conveyed from
tho car and waltaing him out of the hall.
chusette,
Frederick
O.
Prlnoe;
Michigan,
Willacrose the roads in larger streams, the black there to the people by moans of wagons.
of life and destruction of property are
earth was showing beneath the hemlock, and It is computed that the losses at Lawrence- iam G. May bury; Minnesota,?.H. Kelly; Mis- simply appalling. In Alabama 210 people
A Bio Rapidb woman found a man in the
sissippi, Mr. Harris; Missouri, John G. Prather ;
the paths were covered with slippery ice. It burg are not less than $500,01)0. A corre- Nebraska,J. SterlingMorton: Nevada, Senator are known to have boon killed, and many
was many hours until the slightest change spondent thus depicts the scene of desolation Fair; New Hompohire, Aivord w. Holloway;New wounded beyond the hope of recovery. In woodshed, looked the door on him, and
occurred in the situation. Then the wind wrought by the relentless waters in the ill- Jersey, Orestes Cleveland;New York, Abram 8. Georgia the fatalities are p aced at 200, while rushed out tho front way just in time to
veered to the east and increased the rainfall. fated little city:' "The waters are slowly but Hewitt; North Carolina, M. W. Ransom; Ohio, many are mortally wounded. In South Caro- take him for a passer and invite him in to
The temperature rose still higher, and the surely receding,and tho people of Lawrence- William W. Armstrong; Oregon,SenatorSlater; liua 103 aro known to have lost their lives,
snow disappeared from thb ledges to Join the burg feel that their trials and sufferings have Pennsylvania, V. E. Peblet; Rhode Island, and in North Carolina the killed number be- throw himself out.
torrent of mad waters that rolled down every reached a climax, and that a brighterday is Abner J. Barnaby; South Carolina, F. W. Daw
tween 75 and 100. These figures show tho
Edwin B. Melchob, a Jeweler,at Adrian,
mountain side into the valleys of the Alle- dawning, though as the muddy waves sink son; Tennessee, CoL Looney; Texas, Repre- loss of life to have been about tRO. Ti • loss
sentative Reagan; Vermont, BradleyB. Smalley;
gheny and MonongahclaRivers.
of
property
is immense. Who’e village* w^re found that his safe had been robbed of
their monuments of wreck and ruin rise In Virginia,R. J. 8. Bartx ur; West Virginia, Alex.
At Pittsburgh, Wheeling, and all the lesser all their terrible ghastliness,revealinga Campbell; Wisconsin,William F. Vilas.
swept entirely away and plantations and watohoe and other goods valued at $800.
points as far south as Parkersburg,the picture of desolationand wo that brings grief
When the committee had been called to farms denuded of everything valuat le. 1 ivo Melohor’s clerk was arrested and confessed
water gauges marked a rise of lb inches an to the stoutest heart and tears to eyes order, the propositionto admit to the next stock In great number was slaughtered
hour, and rivermen predicted the greatest unused to weeping. Words fail to paint the conventiondelegates from the Territories or maimed so that it will hove to bo that he and a companionstole tho goods.
flood that bad been known for years. Traffic scene that the citizen of Lawrcnceburg be- was considered,and it was resolvedthat each killed. Much valuable timber wa* also
A short timo ago a German named Better,
was soon abandoned over the McKeesport holds to-day an ho stands upon the small Territorybe advised to send two delegates to blown down and splintered to the extent that
and Youghiogheny Railroad, and the Lake patch of ground left by tho falling water and the convention, the question of admission to it will be worthless. In Georgia the pecuniary living In Assyria, Barry County, killed two
Erie line reached its Pittsburgh termination looks out upon the little water-wrecked,deso- be determined by tho convention.The ques- loss is estimatedat 12,0:0.000, and Jn one portion hogs, and two of bis boys cut off some of the
only by passing over flooded tracks. Other late city, only a tew clays since beautiful, tion of the proper date for holding the con- of Alabama It is said that 13.000,000 will not
cover the damage. In South Carolina the dam- raw pork, and, partly roastingthe same, ate
lines were delayed,and the Baltimore and peaceful,and quiet, thre home, the pride, and vention was then taken up, and a wide diverage will foot np at least $1,000,000, and in North it. They are now said to to alive with triOhio reported numerous washouts north of boast of her people. But now her once boau- sity of opinion on tho*subJectwas exhibited, Carolina it is estimatedat *1,000,000.
Connellsvllle.The low land on the south j tlful streetsare muddy streams. Tho poor tho members favoring dates from the latter
The storm blew straightacross the State of china'.
side of Pittsburghwas soon submerged, man’s littlehouse is gone, the vine-clad cot- part of May to Aug. 5. By a vote of 21 to 17, Alabama, forty miles, sweeping every thing it
Mr. Foster, of Sugar Island, twelve milea
and the people, abandoning their homes, tage, with Its porch and lattice-work,is the committee rejected the motion to hold encounteredto destruction,whole towns were
sought shelter in the churches and wrecked, and the more elegant and imposing the conventionMay 21, and the proposition literally obliterated, the houses being brushed below the Sault, oamo over from Scotland
away like chaff. Houses,fences, cattle,sll wero
public halls of the city. ' The ice be- homes
brick, paint, and fences to select Tuesday, June 24, was agreed to— 23
forty yoars ago and settled at his present
blended In an indescribable miss of objects withcame gorged at West Newton, in the Allerecking with slime and mud. to 15.
out* moment’s warning.Ten villages fell victims home. He is now seventy years of age, and
gany River, and, after massing for four In Lawienceburg tho wheels of her manuThe committeethen heard speeches in sup- to the fnry of the blast,and handreds of farm
has as yet never rode on a steamboat nor
days, was broken by the backwater. It was factories arc silent and the water glories port of tho claims of the various cities as the
houses were swept away. Horses, oows, mules,
impelled with great force down tho stream, in its triumph as it ebbs and flows over and place for holding the convention. F. X. and wagons were strewn through the woods for seen a train of cars.
and swept everything before it, leaving in through her deserted and desolatebuildings. Ward spoke for Baltimore.Judge Fo.lett for miles. Tho same scenes of death and devastaThe Grand Eucampmontof Odd Feliowd
its course on the banks a miscellaneousmass
As the water gives way the extent of the Cincinnati, Carter Harrison for Chicago, A. tion followed in the wake of the tornadoin its
of dismantled houses, furniture, logs, hay, damage can bo more accurately ascertained. 8. Willis for Louisville, Senator Vest for St. entire course through Georgiaand the Carolines. for the Jur if diction of Michigan, in session al
and dead animals.The gorge reformed at The city will Buffer much by reason of tho Lonls, and Representative Adams for Sara- Almost Incredible stories ore told illustrativeof Detroit, elected the following offloers: Most
McKeesportand blocked the flow of water. obstructionof her levees and the damage to toga. About two hours was occupied in its destructivepower. Thousand of acres of
The mountainstreams grew in turgidlty, and her streets and sidewalks,while the loss to bearing these gentlemen, and the first ballot forests were swept away like ohaff. Railroad Worthy Grand Patriarch, 8. S. French, of
cars loaded with freight were lifted from the
the Monongabelawas filling the banks of the individualcitizens can hardly bo estimated. was not taken until 4:30. It resulted as folBattle Creek; Most Eminent Grand High
tracks, hurled hundreds of yards, and wrecked.
Ohio when the gorge broke again, and when Probably half a million dollars would not lows:
Many instances are reported where parents and Priest, L. Z. Munger, of St. Johns; Grand
Wheeling awoke on the morning of Feb. fl more than replace Lawrcnceburg and her Chicago ...............
15 Louisville............. 3
children were lifted from their homes by the
the water gauges indicated a level of 36 feet. citizens as she was before the flood. The real St. Louis .............. HjClndnnatl ............ 1 storm, carried high in the air, and landed on Secretary,E. E. Whitney, of Lansing; Grand
One-hnl!' of the city was submerged, work of her citizens,however, only beg ns as Saratoga ..............5!
Treasurer, Harrison, Soule, of Ann Arbor;
ground again withont
sustaining any injury.
hi
and thousands of people tied from their the waters leave in reclaimingtbeirpioperty, Louisville was withdrawn and another balA little boy in the Cababa valley,Geordo, had Grand Senior Warden, George Greenfield,of
his scalp blown from his head. A lady near
homes to tho higher ground. Tho river repairing and rebuilding;and it will be days, lot taken, with the following result:
Marshall;Grand Junior Warden, John Bal*
WjSaratoga ..............3 Carte rflvllle,Ga., saw the atom coming, and ran
rose at the rate of a foot an hour until and perhaps weeks, before many dwellings Chicago ...............
with her children into the cellar, crouching and lard, of Camden; Representativesto the BuSt. Lonls .............. 17i
6 p. m., when the gauges indicated 44 feet 9 can bo occupied.’’
The third ballot was taken immediately, trembling with fear. The house was blown prome Grand Lodge, Albert Harrison, of Delaches. The rise continueduntil Feb. 7,
Madison, Ind., anticipatedtho flood by havfrom its foundation and torn to atoms, leaving
when 53 feet, the highestpoint, was attained. ing the ’ower portion of the city abandoned and resulted in tho selection of Chicago as the mother and her little onee comparatively
troit,and Alfred Mllnes, of Coldwator.The
the
place
for
holding
the
convention,
the
vott
In the meantime,Wheeling Island, with a when the Wheeling disasters were reported.
unharmed. Tho mo her’s am was broken,
great contest was over the election of Grand
population of 4,500, had been surrendered to The city is partially built on a great bill, and being:
and one of the children bad a finger torn off.
tho waters, and the people who were rescued it had ample accommodationsfor the people Chicago ............... 21|8t Louis .............. 17 A Cave Spring (Ga.) man relates the fol- Patriarch. French was elected over R. G.
The committeethen reoonridered the vote lowing:I noticed the tunnel-ehapedcloud, black
fn.boats wore being fed in churches and pub- wnose places were under water. The damage
by which June 24 was fixed as the time for as ink, long before it reachedCave Spring. The Holden, of jQrand Rapids, and is opposed to
lie halls by tho relief committees.Messages
to property will tie great. A large numborof
burdened with pitiful stories of disasters to factories stand clrse by tho river, and were bolding tho convention, and agreed upon small end of the funnel was dancing along the tho patriarchalcircles.
earth, drawing into its fatal vaennm everything
property and life came from Bellalre, full of water to the second stories. A ham- July 8 next instead.
Returns have boon received from 839 corin its path. I saw houses liftedbodily from their
Bridgeport,West Wheeling, Martin’s Ferry, let across the river in Kentucky was entirely The following call was presented by the
foundations,carriedalong for yards, and then respondents representing 632 townships, in
Executive
Committee
and
agreed
upon:
Fulton, Wellsburgh, Uenwood, Mounds- underwater,and its inhabitantsclimbed tho
The National Democratic Committee having crashed like egg-shells.In a few momenta this State. Cf there returns 590 are from 410
vlUe, and many small hamlets, showing hid ana went buck into the country to disperse
met in the dty of Washington on the 22d of Feb- the beautiful village k would have been a
that within a radius of fifteen miles there among the farmers.
ruary. 1884, bos appointedTuesday, the 8th day mass of ruins, bat when a few miles away Its townships in the southern four tiers of ooun.
were 20,000 homelesspeople, whose losses
Louisville, Ky., and Jeffersonville and New of July next, at noon, as the time, and chosen course was changed and we were saved. ties. Reports have been receivedof the
aggregate many millions of dollars. Forao of Albany, Ind., are in close proximity.On the city of Chicago as the place, for holding the Jarvey Henderson, of Beard County, Georgia,
the places wore wholly under water, and Feb. 5, after a rainfall of severalhours, the National Democratic Convention. Each Slate is when the storm approached,took refuge in a quantity of wheat marketedby farmers durin West Wheeling not a house could be in- river showed a remarkabletendency to rise, entitled to representationtherein equal to well. While lying on his f«oe in the bottom of ing the month of January at 251 elevators
habited. The river had swollen from 600 feet and tho inhabitants of the low districts moved double its number of Senators and Representa- the well a fence-rail was hurled into the well
with grea’, force by the wind. The rail came aud mills. Of those 207 are in the southern
. ton mile and a quarter and whirled violently back into the safe portionsof the cities.On tives in the Congress of the United States. The
down endways, one end striking Henderson in four tiers of counties, which Is 42 per cent,
Democrat
e
of
each
organized
Territory
and
the
along a mass of debris, among which the ap- Feb. 6 tho river was pearly forty feet over
Dintrictof Columbiaare invited to .send two the hack, and going through him impaled the
pearanceof water was only incidental. In high-water mark, and was rising at tho rate
earth and killed _him
____________
___ almost in- of tho whole number of elevatorsand mills
delegatee, subject to the decision of the conven- victim to the
Wheeling many streetscontaining the finest of fourlnchesan hour. In Louisville the river
tion as to their admission. All democraticdti- Htantly. In Talbot Connty, Georgia, a little girl in these counties. The total number of bushresldencca were navigable by steamboats, front from Third to Fourteenthstreets was zens of the United States, irrespectiveof their named Annie Green, while drawinga poll of water
els reported marketed is 401,788,of. which
and through them coursed a constant flbw of submerged . and tho houses were en- post politicalassociations and differences, who from a well, was struck on the head with a largo
driftwood,at the rate of five miles an hour. tirely hidden between tho point and can unite with us in an effort for pure, economi- hailstone and enstalned a fracture of the skull. 99,618 bushels were marketed in the first or
Thesufleiingbecame greater than the peo- Shlppingsport, 40i) families being driven cal, and constitutional government,are cordially While lying on tho ground, apparentlydead, the southern tier of counties,187,828bushels in
wind picked her np and after carrying her nearly
ple oould alleviate, and at a mass meeting in from tbelr homes.
the south- invited to Join in sending delegates to the con- fifty yards landedkherhelpless form In a thicket, the second tier, 61,678 bushels |n the third
Wheeling Congress was asked to give a relief eastern district many houses were abandoned vent ion.
The call Is signed by all the members of the where she remained until rescuedby her par- tier, 77,986 busheft In tho fourth tier, and
fund of 91,000,000.The people claim to have on account of back water from Bear Grass
ents. In Harris Connty, Georgia,hall |eu in
the assurance of their Congressionaldelega- Creek. On .Fob. 7 the canal cut-off gave way National Democratic Committee. On motion pteoeo of about five Inches in drnamiereaoe In 34,650 bushels in tho counties north of the
of
Mr.
McHenry,
of
Kentucky,
it
was
retlotitthat they will get $500,000. Four days and the current ran across the point at a
many curious shapes. In Baldwin County, hall southern four tiers. At thirty-twoelevators
after the disasters at Pittsburgh and Wheel- depth of twenty foet The river continued solved that the next meeting of the commit- fell as large os goose-egg*,and in Warren
ing, the river attained fifty-four feet, its to rise until the greatest height over known tee should bo held at the Palmer House, Chi- Connty it was so heavy .as to term drifts two and mills, or 18 per cent, of the whole numfeet deep. Hogs weighing 150 to 200 ponnds ber from whlob reportshave been received,
highest point, at Parkersburg, but receded — 4« feet-had been attained. The dam- cago, on July 7 next.
were blown into a yard f.om neighboring
before much damage had been done.
age In Louisville was comparatively light, as
plantation*.On the Georgia PacificRailroad a there was no wheat marketed during the
THE GBEENBACKERS.
In the meantime a constant rainfall was all the occupants of the lowlands moved out
feno?-rallwas driven squarely through a croes- month. The total number of bushels remelting the snow throughout tho Ohio Valley before the waters attacked them. In Jeffertie. At Davisborongh,Ga., the contents
Con fbr a National Convention.
and sending torrents of water into tho tribu- Bdhville and New Albany it is estimated at
stores were scattered
the ported marketed in the six months from AuThe followingcall for the National Green woods for miles. At another place a gust to January is 8,516,522.Compared with
utary streams, so that the river at Cincinnati two cr three times greater than last year.
had risen on Feb. 6 to 01 feet and was still
Next to Lawrcnceburg, Ind., the town suf- back-Labor Conventionhas boon issued by large Iron stfe was canted many yards. stock in good, healthy, and thrifty condition,
One man woe found 200 yards from where the
coming up at the rate of 4 inches an hour. fering the greatest damage was probably the ExecutiveCommittee;
cyclone struck him. Ho was dead. At one clace horses are reported at 96 per cent ; cattle, 9$
Tho levee was submerged, and then the water Shawneetown,111. It is situated between a
The National Conventionof the National a child woe carried off by the wind, ana luroody percent; sheep, 94 per cent., and swine 87
line began to creep up the hill. Business men bluff and the river, and on three sides is prohas not yet been recovered.
in tho lower street* carriedtheir goods to the tected by levees. When the river began to Greenback-Labor party to nominate candidates
for President and Vice President of the United
At Leeds, Ala., John Few, .a negro who waa per cent One year ago horses were reported
hfgh stories of their buildings, and the peo- rise tho people became terroMtricken, and
States, to be voted for at the oomlng Preeiden- killed,was carried by tho velocity of the wind at 100; cattle, 101; sheep, 101; and swine, 100.
ple who lived botwoon Second street and tho many abandonedtheir homes, after placing
ti al election, will be held in the dty of Indian- 300 yards, and when picked np was in a perfectriver piled their householdgoods on high their goods in tho higher stories of their spoils, Ind. ^Wednesday, the 28th of May, 1884. ly node state, his clothes having been torn from
ground whore the men took turns at stand- houses. On Feb. 10 the river had reached Each State is entitled to four delegates and four him by his body coming in contact with
Health in Michigan.
ing in the rain to guard them from a point whero it threatened to break tho em- alternates at large, 'each CongreagionalDistrict various obstacles in the way. Mrs.
prominent Leeds Reports to the State Board of Health, Lansing,
piracy. The families found shelter in bankment and wash away the city. A force to two delegatesand two alternates, each Ter- Bass, wife of
the churchesand public halls. On leb. T of 800 men and two railroad locomotives ritory to two delegatee and two alternate*, and merchant, while fleeing lief ore the storm to take by observers of diseases in differentparte of the
the rain had ceased and tho river was were put to work hauling dirt from the hills the Districtof Colombia wo delegatee and t wo refuge in a house, was struck in the back by a
stationary,but It was flowing through that to strengthenthe levee, and for a time it alternates. Therefore,all who ore in accord pebble with such force that the missile State, show the principal diseases which caused
with the views set forth in the platformof sold passed through her clothing and imbedded it- most sickness in Michigan, during the week
part of tho city below Second street and at seemod that their work would be successful,
party in 1880 are respectfully requested to mfeet self deeply In her flesh. The pebble was cut out
points reached Eighth street, being within but the embankment gave way and in a brief fn conventionin them aeveral State*, Territories, by a physician, and the probabilities are that ending Feb. II, 1884, as follow*— number of ob600 feet of tho Burnet House. The suspentime there was a depth of water from 5 to 15 and districteon or before May 1, 1884, and select she will get well The scene around Leeds Is tervers heard from, 44:
sion bridge was reached by boats, the gas feet all over the town. The people who got delegatee and alternates to sold oohvention.
described as awtnl Hensee Just completed were
burned dimly in tho streets, tho people were out of their houses moved In the country or
Jehak Harpeb, Chairman.
blown away, and not even a brick left where the
bouse* stood. Horses, mules, and cows were
warned to use but little water, relief com- camped on tho hillsides. Last year’s losses Lee Crandall,Secretary.
mittees went to work, and the City Comp- were so great that many of them wore too
The following are the names of Che com- killed,and In some instancesfence-railswere
driven dear through their bodies. Two hones Diseases In Order of Greatest
troller was authorized by the Legislatureto
poor to get away or to supply themselves mittee appointed to assist the Chairman and
Area of Prevalence.
borrow $50,000 for the relief of the people.
Secretary
tn
arrtnglnK
deUU.
to,
with ordinary comforts. The suffering among
On the morning of Fob. 8 tho outlook was them is mode very intense by the present tional Convention: H. Z. Leonard,Chair- Annie Hodges, while returning home from a
loss hopeful. At Pittsburghthe river was fallman, Logansport, Ind; John M. Potter, Sec- social coll, near Ladlga, Ala., were overtaken hr
cold weather.
ing. but it was coming up frpm Parkersburg Tho reporta generallyshow that under sim- retary, Lansing, Mloh.; B. W. Ferllnde, the tornado, and the hone, baggy, Fltcgerald,
Neuralgia...
TT
76
and below at tho rate of half an Inch an hour. ilar circumstancestho losses this year will Treasurer, Elizabeth.N. J.: Chariee Jbnkins,
and 2 Bronchitis.
70
66
dlaThe waterworks were flooded and stopped not be so great as lost, because the people Beloit Ohio, and W. 8. Keuworthy, ©Oka9 Consumption, of lungs...
61
64
mall
dwellAVirea
vawnn^v»a4»e
saiares
re
oaaoeaoA
with a supply of five days for domestic use; have boon taught to anticipate and overcome loosa, Iowa.
ijTonsllltU. ................
66
61
teg-boose
was
blown
nearly
half
a
mile
before
Newport and Covingtoncalled for aid; the many features of the disasters. Perishable
5 Influenza.
66
feht: angry elements and twisted into fragments.
Indiana
State
Convention.
66
C! Intermittent
fever.
69
militia was put on police duty, and relief property was generallytransported to places
51
69
The Indiana State Conventionof the Na. A boy who attended a water-tank near Leeds 7 Rheumatism ......
boats piled through the flooded parts, visiting of safety in time to save it, and houses were
was blown 200 yards, and ever s.noe has been a
45
67
8
Pneumonia
........
those who wore imprisonedin the upper provided to prevent much of the suffering tional Greenback party was bold at Indian, raving maniac.
9' Remittent fever
41
27
stories of their homes. On the 10th the flood that was undergone a year ago. The distress,
In Johnson Connty, N. C., D H. Jones* family
apolis on Friday, Fob. 22, with represent*
Erysipelas
19
of 1883 was surpassed,and the gas wont out, however, is beyond the oomprehenskm of
Hared and hla
boose blown handreds llllnilammation
were all injured
t
of kidneys
34
35
tivee present from all the Congreeaknal&1» of yards. His daughter fled as the house gave
leaving the city at the mercy of thievesand those who have not seen it.
12| Scarlet fever
.........
14
SI
tricts.
way, leaving her infant aeleep in a crib. All of 131 Measles ..................
fire. The Signal Service had given two
20
19
At a number ef places relief boats were
The
convention
was
called
to
order
by
H.
the
house
save
the
ground
floor
was
wrecked.
warnings of the approach of a cold wave, fired Into by tho distressedcitizens to pre14 Whooping cough. ........
16
22
Z.
Leonard,
Chairman
of
the
State
Central
The
little
child
was
found
asleep
uninwhich never cams. People returned to the vent them approaching places of rescue that
15 Diarrhea ..................
16
30
jured,
though
the
railing
of
the
crib
Committee.
Richard
Gregg,
of
Aurora,
was
Inflammationof bowels..
8
16
use of candles,and tho Boo Lino Road,oue of
were tottering. The waves made by the made temporary Chairman,and W, H. Lee, was carried200 yards. A wagon waa blown 16!
ITiMembroneous croup .....
14
14
the last to hold out, was forced to stop at the boats were disastrousto underminedtraildsome
distance
and
lodged
in
a
tree-top.
18
Diphtheria.....
.........
.
14
19
atock yards, three miles out of the ings, and no loat larger than a skiff was al- of Blufftoh,temporary Secretory. Upon re- In Harnett County, North Carolina, a mother
l»|Typbo*molarlal
fever.
.
8
port of the Committeeon Nomtaattono, John
city. On the next day the Bee Line lowed to distribute tho relief supplies.
and child were blown into s swamp and killed JttiDysentery
wiDysentery
..........
16
U
and Dayton roads were abandoned, The figures which indicate the height of 8. Bender, of Marsh all County, was made In the same swamp a baby was found half dead 21 Cereoro spto’l meningitis 9
6
and the city,*®! left .to depend on tbe.CincJn- water in the Ohio are .not a measure of Its permanent Chairman, and.T. V. Gifford, of with odd and it soon died. The wounds of the Mllnflammatlon of Jttatn.
9
11
Kokomo,
Feoretary.
"A
platform
of
twentydead
to
this
locality
are
described
os
moot
hornatl Northern, which being a narrow gau^e. volume. At Cincinnati,for instance, zero Is
23|Typhoid
ferei (enteric).
Typhoid fever
16
could not grant the courtesy of its tracks to located on the surfaceof Four-Milebar, north three resolutionswas adopted,setting forth, rible. Heads were crushed flat, Immense spiint- 24 Puerperal
* fever
fev .....
?
11
ere
driven
through
bodies,
others
were
impaled
among
other
thing***
251 Cholera infan
turn...
8
other lines. The climax was attainedFeb. 15, of tho dty, and again at Rising San bar,,
6
That many of theerili arising out of a false on broken trees, forced to to piles of logs, or had
when the gauges indicatedupwardof 72 feet abreast’ of the Indiana State Une. It is situfinancial system and from great monopolies tbelr intestines tom out John Dolkto.
For the week ending Feb. 16. MM. the reports
of water. The/iycrthen came up to Pearl ated on these shoal places tb give river pilots
still continue to exist,and that It la impossible near Rockingham, N. C., was found Indicate that erysipelas,remittentfever, scarlet
street on Vine, and was running through the the advantage of a geater average depth of
piece
splintered fever, and inflamation of bowels increased, and
to receive through eitherjjf the dominantpar- dead with
second story of all the First street bouses. water in the river generally. The published ties the needed reform; that the power to create timber a* large as a man’s leg piercing hla
typhoid fever decreased In area of prevalence.
Tho loss of property at Cincinnati,is im- depth is inaccurate to the amount of the
abdomen. MoDonakTa saw and grist mills were
At the State capital, the prevailing winds darmense. The foundations of many brick depth of tho channel where the water-gauge
scattered like chaff, the mlll-etones even being ing the week ending Feb. 16 were south west:
taken
np
and
carried
aeveral
yards.'
Aoarrlocebntldlugr were sapped by the treacherous is fixed. At Cincinnatithis depth is 16 ‘feet,
the payand, compared with the preceding week, the
wasers, causing thorn to tumble to pieces. In which, If added to the publisheddepth, makes ment of all debts, public or private; that the wat or aUp, composed of two large sfllo, 12x14 temperature was lower, toe absolute and the
inches
and
about
thirty
feet
long,
and
pinned
national bond* ore an absorbentof tho products
relative humidity aud the night ozone less, and
one instancea boarding house tumbled down tho volume 86
of labor, giving a does of non-Fiodnoere together, was taken op and earned across the the dav ozone more.
and ten of the -inmates were crushed
pond, with a carriage which waa on It A lightthe
ability
to
become
millionaires
at
the
Includingreport*by regular observert and
death. ‘
dispatch from that
TRA.DE motes.
expenseof the producer, and tiurefare should be wood log, 2 feet in diameter and 20 feet long, waa other*, diphtheria waa reported present during
city says that although ' the • worst
become due: that all rights and caught np from the ground and oanied several the week ending Feb. 16. and since, at eleven
paid as
ihd most annoying features of the flood
feet Birds and poultry were strippedof their
South
America
is buying barb-wire fence privilege* given to national banks to Irene mon
are almost over, yet the suffering of tho
ey should be withdrawnand foil legal-tender leathers and killed. Cowa, bogs, oate, and even
in the United States.
poor and the distressed will last for weeks.
rats and mice, were destroyed. A young lady,
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The Baldwin Locomotive Works aro buildThe people who have lost tbelr all will not
recovei from their losses for a long time, Ing motors for South Australia.
and the real guttering will not begin until
Turkey Is beginningto buy American
the waters recede and the refugees return to stoves, pianos, and sewing machines.

IMpift essss’s
v

S;

;

b/

money snbatitnted

therefor.

when the house began to rock, ran out, and at!
was instantly killed by .. being pierced
through by
fence rail The scene
BRIEFS.
of the disaster about Rockingham to said by
A car-load of Mormon converts left Chat- those who witnessedit to have been wane than Tay
a battlefield. After the wind had peosedthe ten
tanooga last week for Utah.
rate fell in torrents: when the rain hod nearly
Baron Nordenbkjold is understood to be ceased hailstonesof extraordinarysize fell in
.Swartz'
contemidatfng, as his next adventure, a voy gresa quantities. Hones, moles, and cattle
Township,]

a

age to the south pole.

1
:-V

.

U

WILLIAM

H.

raged public sentiment at last demands
the end of tho disgrace Palmer has long
inflictedupon our community.—The
above was taken from the Balem letter to
the Allegan Gatetie of last Saturday and
we understandthat Palmer lias since been

ROGERS, Editor.

Saicrday, March

1, 1884.

arrested for his brutish

conduct.

ICEJEIMiEKS
The North River Street

and comprehensive platform

is toe simple

is

Call at the confectionery store of L. T.
Ranters for nice tresh caromels. They

chance fer American laborers”-—inch

Opposite

vtlll alive,

and

is

Van

ready to make yon a geod

OR VEST,

may not be sufficientlycomprehensive
embrace all the issues involved, but

it

sues.
for the

man named Burke., A

6.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at

terrible case

occurred in 10:80 a. m., and 7 :80 p. m. Preaching by
Avondale, 0., and the ministers at the the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
funeral urged lynch law. Ministers might Subjects: Morning, "Communion serof

this

same crime has

now

mon and reception of members." Even"The Philippijailor and his distin-

he in better business than preaching re-

guished prisoner." Congregationalsing-

Sknator-klectPayne of Ohio, follow- ing led by the choir. Opening anthems
ing the examples set in times past by other morning and evening. All are welcome.
still-hunt office seekers, says he is not a

Third Reformed

candidate for President, and by way of

goto Europe

in

announcedthat he will
the spring and remain

1:30 p.

m.

Subjects: Morning, "Glory tug in

A,WIHUUU

,

McLean and

younger Payne and Dave Paige were to
be sent to Europe, it

would be

First Church,

easier to

believe that the senator-elect Is really in

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

day school

at

you

Id the
bo conducted

-a

full

correspondent of

the Detroit Evening Journal has the followving as the result of an interview with Senator

John Roost ot

J.A. De Bruyn, Pastor.
a. ra., 1:30

anti-RepublicanState Senator sent to

Astonish

all.

purifierand blood-food that can be used.

Inflammatory Rheumatism Cured.
“Ayer’s Sarsaparillahas cured me of
YbavesSjSrnd1?Rheumatl8m’ withl which

line of-*

r

A fresh stock of

Lansing from the 23d Senatorial

district,

Ottawa and Muskegon counties, believes

G.

10^0 a. m..

Mr. Roost thinks he has given

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Subjecte: Morning, "The unknown God."

12, 1883.

tion to bis constituents,and he hopes to

much

Ferry

was

sent

ptml

think your Sarsaparillathe

_ .

among themselves. Ho was elected by

On Friday, March 14 next, at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon, will be sold at public
auction at the residence of Wm. C. Melis
on Twelfth street, City of Holland,house!
bold goods, as follows: 4 stoves, 4 bedsteads. 1 lounge, 4 bedsprings, 1 sofa, 1
extensiontable, 1 bureau, 1 sit bath-tub,
4 tables, chairs, sinks, wash tabs, bureaustands, goat and chickens, 6 rockingchairs, 1 sewing machine, benches, mir-

majority will be increased to 500 this fall.”

not aware that "our John”

was a candidate for a re-nomination as
Senator from this nlistrict.
there is a mistake

We

think

somewhere. We have

been given to understandthat others irons
are in the fire
to

which are

to

be so

give Senator Roost a "county

with “less honor and more

we hope

is

bent as

money" which

4-2t

true.

G. J.
—

Bkntley’s

•

Furniture.

Neighboring Items.
The annual report of the Prosecuting
Attorney of Allegan County shows 118

-

--

-

V

--

-----

Sold by all Druggists; price|l,six bottlee,

Notice.

cases and convictionin 105 of them during 1883. Very good report lor the Proseenter.

1

hereby forbid any person trusting my

wile or children on my account as I will
not be held accountable for debts contrattrd
Frank Stark of Allegan lost twenty- by them after this date.
nine dollars and some cents last week
WILLIAM BLOM,
Wednesdaynight by a sneak thief raising
Holland, Mich., Feb. 22, 1884. 8-3w.
his bedroom window and taking his
pocket-book, which was in his trowers lying op a chair near tho window.
Mrs. B. P. Higgins has jusl received a
John Stierle and Chas. H. Brown large assortment of Patterns, in Eenslng
two harnesa makers at Grand Rapids, had ton and Arasioe designs for Bplasbes,
an affray last Tuesday afternoon in which Toilet Sets, Tidys, Table Scarfs,etc. ; also
the former stabbed Brown, making a several new Alphabets for Hat Bands.
waund that may prove fatal. Brown is Stamping done by a new process perfectly
well spoken of, while bis assailant is not indelible.Patterns for sale with instrucmuch respected. There la much indigna- tions bow to use them.
tion about the matter.
Mrs. B. P. Higgins.

Stamping.

Recently Mrs. II E. Beard, of Salem,
died, her husband and atleoding doctor,
Palmer, being the only persons at hand
and they were both drunk and In an adjoining room, Mrs. Beard had been sick
several days, of Inflamation of the stomach
and bowels, and Palmer had visited her
Sealed proposals will be received by
twice before her death, at the second call the Common Connell of the City of Holgiving her croton oil, a violent physic.
land, Michigan, until the lltb day of
post mortem examination was held, and a March, 1884, at 7:30 p. m., for the pur-

.^dvedismeats.

^

Van Oort

Sucmsor?to W.

C.

D

I

-A.

M

1

also keep on hand a large assortment of

SPECTACLES
-and »-

FULL LINE OF GOLD FENS.
All the

Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.

„

Come and examine our

'

slock, xfo

trouble to show Goods.

0-

Holland. Mich.. Jan.

1.

BREYMAN.
1882. 48-1?

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you
to more raoucy right away
than anything else in this world. All. of either
sex, succeed from first heur. The broad road to
lortunc opens before Hie workers, absolutely sure
At once address, Truk & Co.. Augusta. Maine.

DO BETTER THAN CALL AT

McCLUREj [ HEROLD’S

-'-Denier

lib---

‘

BOOTS A SHOES

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

We have

a large

Hill

always find.*1 well selected (stock of

and very fine assortment of

Ladles nnd OentlemHus

Pulav Peal Steves,
Office Staves* and

Fine Shoes, Boots, and

Cooking

Slippers.

of the latest

Steve a

and best designs.

lie j

A full and complete stock of

FAB

311

NG

miring neatly and promptly
done.

IMPLEMENTS

COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,

The only reed instrument made having
tho patent Qualifying lubes, giving tho
nearest approach in tone to that of the

CALL AND SEE US«

pipe organ.

NO.

Ifl, EIGHTH

The Bent in the World!
Every Machino warranted for five yearn.

GIVE US A CALL.
^We^^t^rcmp^and^gentleman

A

of sewing machine mcrchnndl*e constantlyon hand.

full line

treatment

Ij- lira

K.

Holland, Mich., April

i

aqdterms before purchasingelsewhere.

GEO.

VAN OORT, WITVLIKT, A BEEUWKES.
tl.

1888.

T.

Cor. of Eleventhand River streets,

MANHOOD 1883.
BOVIGST! BOW

RESTORED

Just published, t now edition of DR.

MoULUBE,

i7~lr

tt-tf

!

CULVER-

WELL’S CELEBRATED E88AY on the radical
cure of Bpermatorrbcea or Bemfosl Weakness, Involuntary Seminal losses, Impotency,Menu!
and Physical Incapacity, Impedimenta to Marrlage, etc.; also Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits,
inducedby aelMndulgence,
or sexual extravagance

The colobntted anther, in this admirable essay,
gsdBg tocher found her dead. Another
clearlydemon stratesfrom a thirty years’ successwitness, Miss Oliio Brooks, testifies that
ful practice, that the alarming consequencesof
fol
of
Palmer was drunk when he went to the
Self-abuse may be radicallycured; pointing out a
mode of cure at once simple,certain, and effecthouse, drunk when be gave Mrs. Beard
ual, by means of which every
nal,
every sufferer,
_______ _______
no matter’
medicine,and that Mn. B. refused on that
what his conditionmay be, may cure hlmaelf
account to take medicine. When neigh - his plan of construction.
cheaply, privately,and radically.
BSTThis Lecture should be In the hands of
tooting ladies came to care for the remains
Proposals to be addressed to tbo City every youtl
__and_ every mao
___ —
youth
in the land.
Palmer was still there, drunk, and insisted Clerk of the City of Holland, Michigan,
Bent under seal, la a plain envelope, to any adhelping the women perform their endorsed “proposals for well.
dress, postpaid,on receipt of six cents or two
offices. It was with difficulty that
The Common Council reserves the postage stamps. Address
rzt the drunken beast from the right to reject an? and all bids.
The Culverwell Medical Co.,
These statements have been filed
By order of the Common Council.
4^£a>St, Wow York, W. Y.
the prosecuting attorney, and outOko. H. 8ipp, City Clerk.

Holland Mich

a,

IIEROLDj

1883.

».MMBnnM
immrw

Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices

________

Bollard, Mich,. Nov.

STREET.

White Sewing Machine!

GLASS, ETC., ETC., ETC.

The well

i

RIKTOS

O N ID

ever displayed in this City.

-

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH AND

depth to be measured from tho aveL*,,
•nife
surface of ground where the well in sunk,
to he bottom wf the sbuc. The curb to
be at least twelve inchos ihlck, oi good
hard brick laid in cement. A shoe of
Iron or Wood, or part of iron and part of
wood, to be built aufficicntlynolid and
firm te hold tho curb rigid and prevent
the namo tram cracking in case clay,
boulder# or •ther obstructionsare met
with. A sufficientnumber of iron bolts
to be listened to the shoe, and going up
through the curb to prevent any crocking
......
... 4U
of tho curb
in tttOC
case UIU
the B)
sand or earth
washes from under the shoe.
Each bidder te furnish with his bid a
detailed drawing, showing plan of well
and shoe, also fastenings,so as to enable
ihe Common Council to fully understand

Watches at Bear-

Thu largestassortment of

You

Contractors.

to be sunk at such place as
be designated by the Common Council. Wei! to —
be A-twelve
feet diameter on
— r- ____
inside of curb ana fourteen feet deep, the

$f>.

Sewing Machines,

MELIS.

Notice to Builders and

may

Fancy Goods,

'-for your-

Are n*>w doing business nt the old stand, opposite
the post office.

A

ndminisfered at jibe patient’s request, admitting that it was not proper treatment.
There was no evidence before the jury
that palmer was drunk when he went to
Beard’s house at half-past eight o’clock
Thursday night, but it is well understood
in Ralem that he was so. Mr. Board has
made affidavit that Palmer was drunk
when be went to Beard’s house, on the
night of his wife’s death, drank afterward,
sent for more whisky, and both got still
drunker. - He also swears that his wife refuted to take medicine from Palmer, because he was drank and aaid If she took
another dose it would kill her. Palmer
forced her to take It. Then he and Beard
went to supper, stayed away from the dyIon woman an hour and a half, and then

Si Beeuwtes,

PAINTS, OILS, WHITE LEAD,

coroner’s jury found that death was pose »f building a well for Water Works,
hastened by the treatment of the physl- accordingto tbo following specifications,
ciaa.” Palmer claims that the oil was vi/:

Silver

YOU CANNOT

CEO. T.

organ method contains
many new pieces, both in vocal and instrumental music. For sale at McClure’s.

Gold and

md

A PRIZE.

J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.

Dr.

-

new

aids digestion, stimulates the action of

prepared by

HAVERKATE, Auctioneer.

-

St.,

the bowels,and thus restores vitality and
strengthens the whole system.

ors. ladders, crockery, jars, etc., also a fine
collection of houseplants and flowers.
Credit will be given.

office”

West 42d

James Maynard.”
New York, July 19, 1882.

elas, Eczema, Ringworm, Blotches,
Sores, Boils, Tumors, and Eruptions of •
the Skin. It clears the blood of all impurities,

some 350 majority last year and hopes his

We were

G20

back to Washingtonthe
of

greatest

blood medicine in the world.

ffiotiw.

Auction Sale

HiWm

__

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cures Scrofula
and all Scrofulous Complaints,Erysip-

Republicanswould bo hopelessly divided

SiItotws,

sonable Prices.

“Last March I was so weak from general debUlt^ that I could not walk without
help. ___ •wing the advioe of a friend, I
commencedtaking Ayrr’s Sarsaparilla,
and before I bad nsed three bottlee I felt
as well as I ever did
____
in my# __
life. _I _
have
been at work now for two months, and

criticised,

£

DIAMONDS,

of

E. P. Harris.”
River St., Buckland, Mass., May 13, 1882.

guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
which case he is confident of re-election. money refunded^ Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by H. Walsh.
His course in voting for Ferry during the

but ho did it in the firm belief that if

Moor^„

ever offered to the public.

get the nomination for another term, in

Senatorial contest was

Jewelry, Watches,

1882.'

„

HARDWARE!

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all ekio eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is

satisfac-

many

March 2,

Khenmatism so severe that I could not
bed, or dress, without help.
I tried several remedies without much If
any relief, until I took Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by the use of two bottles of which I
was completely cured. I have not been
troubled with the Rheumatismsince.
Have sold large quantities of your
Sarsaparilla,and it still retains its
wonderful popularity.The many notable
cures it has effected in this vicinity convince me that it is the best blood medicine

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., Dec.

Sunday school at 12 m.

the Hattouals and Democrats will fuse Evening, "The quickeningGrace.”
nominate Begole for GorBncklen's Arnica Salve.
ilect him. The labor element
The
best
salve in the -world for Cuts,
his district, and he thinks it is
favor of Begole.

-Dealer in-

move from the

and 7 p. m.

p.m.

la.,

“Eight years ago I had an attack

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. J. T.

and 7:30

Otto Breyman

perfect adaptationto the cure of all dis-

weakened
a highly concentrated extract of Sarsaparilla and other bloodpurifying roots, combined with Iodide
of Potassium and Iron, and is the safest,
most reliable,and most economical blood-

Services at 9

George, Pastor. Services at

Wood;

vitality. It is

always on hand.
first

Rhenmatlim, Neuralgia, Bheuma.
General Debility, Catarrh, and

Durham,

this city:

"John Roost, of Holland City, the

.

eases originating in poor blood and

Knitting Yarns.

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Rev.

wanted for The Lives of alilhe
Presidentsof the U. 8. -The
toffeot, handsomest
it b
best book
^ . -ever sold fer less than twice our
price. The Cutest selling book la America. Immense prolts to agents. All Intelligentpeople
want IL Any one enn become n successful agent
Terms free. Haunt Book Co., Portland, Maine.

AGENTS

disorder! caused by a thin and Imporer-

its

by Rev. I. J. Flcs, of Zeeland.

The Grand Rapids

10-ly.

During a long period of unparalleleduse-

exptication of the Bible at 7:30.

German

A BANGS.

fulness, AVer’s Sarsaparilla has proven

Sun-

3:15. Wednesday evening,

afternoon the serviceswill

earnest.”

m.

KBEMEBS

enrichingand renewing the blood, and restoring it* vitalising power.

Winter Goods

will

of

expelling the blood-poisons from the system,

1UU

all other

moderate prices.

10th, 1888.

iahed, or corrupted, condition of the

BLANKETS,
ROODS,
and

you wish to btye them prepared

agents for the Sherwln Williams Prepared Paints.

tie Gout,

At Prices that

Services at 9 a. m., and 1:30 p.

cure*

UNDERWEAR,

^p;y ^ ^‘chri.tltrwfMe.’-’Tcom-

ihe

goods

all

the

munion.)

arc'

Sarsaparilla

Sunday School at 8:15 p. m.

at

also carry a full stock

—all their—

m., and

a.

if

State.

BRUSHES, PAINTS, OHS, AND VARNISHES,
Holland, Mich., Oct.

D.

land capitalist'ssenatorial campaign, astutely observes that “if

We

vince

AYER’S

Cross of Christ.” Afternoon, “The Pa-

0., Beacon, recalling the service, rendered
by the three men who managed the Cleve-

coa

CLOSING OUT

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.

Akron,

convention. The

Rev.

Church—

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9

there until after the holding of the democratic national

and

Yao Patten & Seas

wnrm

ing,

venge and chaos.

confirmation it Is

reasonable prices. Gome
yeerself.

Love.” Afternoon,‘The preciousnessof
Christ.” (Communion.)

erto almost unique, in England, committed

in

HkTedioizi'es.

your Physician’aPrescriptions to us

and

7:80 p. m.

Subjects: Morning, “Faith, Hope and

a personal history,

and comes from a case of the crime, hith-

by a

on Wednesday

Exposition

you|may wish

!

Church, on Thursday, at 7:80, and Bible

sake of

sellingthe body for anatomical purposes.
Like boj/eoling, it has

Repairing done Neatly

p.m.

Sunday School 8:80. Weekly and at
prayer meeting with the Third Reformed
and 3

and

promptly and carefully and

Steffens,Pastor. Servicesat 9:80 a. m.,

certainly sets out two of the prominent is

Burking means murder

Services for or to clean and renovate your old and soiled
gsrments.
Bring

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.

to

i

Low Prices as any Dealer in the

suggested for the Republican Party in the

Church Items with tho

i

-at as-

COAT, PANTS,

are excellent.

approaching Presidential campaign. This

—

Raalto'a shoe store, wllMtaroteii you with any article

Druig-s

/

"Fair play for Americao voters and a
fair

SAJSTGS,

Sc

EIGHTH STREET,

— — — - —

Secure Health?
to the Lira*
relieve all bO*

LIVER!
Uou*

trouble*.

tvtif •Irishls; VoOiiplaf. McsSfe AUDrsfiblL

WINTER. 1884.
^EIXjLIlTElH/ir
CLOAKINGS AND FANCY HOODS
FALL AND

BONNETS. HATS. FEATHERS.
POUPOK8.

mnnw

wings, ornaments, laces, neck-

wear. VELVET, SATIN, MOURNING
GOODS, CRAPE.

,

_

•

Cl*.kiiiKl

Fur TriraminK.

Clrenl«r>, Ulitere, Dolm»i)«, Jnckeu.

Infants’ Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty.

_____

p.a

_
VAN DEN BEBOE, w'
- - XXOZJC.AItfX>MXdlXr

Zfhyr* Heed** Werated, Yerm.

:

wasTrac

Owe,

Eta.

jj

Tm

JOHINGS.

.

for putting

laat

bat

,

Thb

gain.

Wedneadaj.

the rink

"Boy Wonder"

fall to aee the

are waitlag patiently for aogtr

Thb Church

next Monday even inf.

Mna. F. PannuDan, of Saugatuck,

weather.

Rsao

If.

.

Own

'

Wa dent be J

band.

Gee’s

music furnished by Dry

a

Thb Muskegon School Board
in the

schools.

is

ie^

have been visitingMr. and Mrs.

Allegan,

Wm.

J.

caught.

he

him

Boons

H.

To smokers who want a good 5 cent cigar we can recommend "Our Team" for
e at Peter Steketee & Co’s store. Try

very reasonable

Mrs. Harriet Conklin, editressof the

/

than never."

were visitingfriends and relatives in this

here, we

benefit of those

who

want

'Roller Skating

a sister of T. E.

To be

sued for

Conk-

while

a

court

room audience that a
and a murderer

a

man who

is entitledto

A New#York

the sympathy of

tucked away in

rheumatismby being

tbe spare

bed than by ex-

Always

you prefer to sleep on the back
for

tell ’em

stairs.

Our friends will

please remember that

an appointment as a member o
life-savingcrew at Muskegon.

the

7

Heads, Statements, Envelopes,

Cards,

Tags.Vand in fact everything in the job

On account of rheumatic

troubles and

last

Wednesday, besides the regular trains.

Surely businessis

on

the increase on the

- -

called to take immediate action on the

that I

am prepared to furnish Good#

delivered free of eharge,

market affords.

to at

I shall endeavor

times supply

my

be for sale

for-

mer patrons of my market,

to-

many new

.

Holiday Goods

Meat

Market, and hope that the

gether with

WYNHOFF.

1888.

14,

all

customers

at a first-class

B.
Holland. June

For bargains

m

Holiday Goods go to

BOOT & KRAMER,
who btvc

ones,

a

Urge and very fine stock of

will award a share of their Toys,
me.
Smokers’ Sets,
Meat delivered to any part of the

white bass, pike, pickerel, salmon, grass

and Fancy Articlei.

City free of charge.

sold at very low prices.

kin

In a dispatch from Bellefontaine,Ohio,

tki fiaul Iriti B»f ii this Kukit,
Our stock of

GIVE ME A CALL!

dated Feb. 22 we find the following:—

^ DRI GOODS

SEARS,

L. C.

Holland, Jan.

’84.

3,

has just boon replenished with a fine line of

ATTENTION

Dress Goods, Flannels,

been awarded a handsome gift as the most
beautiful

woman

at a contest given by

caught her coming from

"From now to June 15 it is unlawful to
recommendations of the Poor Committee,
catch
any black, green, silver, rock or
who are very anxious to have an addition
County House.

These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps

both as to quantity of oil
butcher shop and business of used and the amount of light
Mr. J. Kuite, I desire to in- which they give. Call and
form the people of this city see them.

I

Chicago and West Mich. R’y since the ten .some travelingfakirs. Sbe has skipped
the Board of Supervisors is about to be per cent cut in the wages of the employees. to Indiaun. Her Orlande claims that he
special session of

the

reasonable priced

office

ing him from attending to bis pastoral du-

built to our

for tbe celebrated

which they have Inst received,and which will be

Thb weather has varied from "gentle ties. At present writing, however, be is "Orlando M. Haas, a young married man,
has sued Dr. Sylvester Morris for $10,000
spring" to howling winter the past improving slowly.
alleged damages for alienating the affecweek. On Wednesday night the weather
No less than eight special freight trains tions of his wife. The lady Is only 18
shifted and since then it has been exceedarrived and departedfrom this station on years of age, and is n prize beauty, having
ingly cold, the mercury recording from

a

Having bought out

printing line in a first-classmanner nnd at

fined to his room for some days, prevent-

It is reported that

in .thi# city

Note patronage to

general illness Rev. E. Bos has been con-

four to six degrees below zero.

have the agency

si^y

received

ago hare been reinstated.We notice Mr.

again.

'

CROCKERY

with everything that ought to

doctor says that more

people have caught

posure to the weather.

of next week.

first

employees who were "laid off" some time
Geo. Hunt on duty at the freight

of

Needle Gas Lamp.

lawyer one must stand up and that the

a

business with F. Boonstraat Drentbe, has we print Bill Heads, Letter Heads,

on the Chicago
West Michigan R’y. Many of the

and complete line

always on hand.

and J. B. Streeterof

thief is an abused person

years has been engaged in the grocery

Business is picking up

fall

them with the choicest meats

declare to

to

is intended to

Jacob M. Dk Fkytkr, who

on to-morrow afternoon,

nothing preventing.

and

the

announce that it

close the Rink the

Zeeland, will occupy the pulpit of the
First Church

been

the entire community.

di-

J. Fies, of

a neat manner and at
prices/ Give him a trial.

in

sufferers? It is rather late, but "better latoj A egRD‘

make the most of
Rev. L

A

street tailor, has

libel by Rev. Mr. Gilchrist.Mrs.

For the

will be noticed that the

Etc., in endless variety.

other

*

St. Charles Independent has

Mr. and Mrs. Tuos. Sullivan and

looking over our "Church Items" it

and the

We make

does tailoring

vision of the road.

On

spots,

best and choicest meats that can be procured.

White Goods,

One

an advertisement In this issue. Mr. Vorst

with seventeen splendid horses.

'

has charge of the Newaygo

Methodist minister?

W. Vorst, the River

week

E. W. Bliss, of the Chicago & West Mich. city this week.

now

a

our livery stable keeper

returned from a trip to Illinois this

daughterMiss Etta, of North Muskegon,

R’y,

is the differencebetween

intend to keep oar market anppliod with tho

Mrs. Annie Gillelt tnd A. H. Rstherme).

a call.

he can

In addition to his former duties,Supt.

Wo

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

Tuesday evening.

'la Holland going to open her purse|
lin is
strings for the benefit of the Ohio floodl ...

addition to the "open winter”

if

of this city to giyo ns a “call.1'

Jacob G. Fry Post, No. 48, G. A^of
R, of .Ganges,will giyo an entertainment
at liamoreaux Hall, FennviUe^on next and

em.

/
man"

Having latelyre-opened the “City Meat Mark et*
tbe First Ward, we kindly Invite tbe eltiaens

on most

:;F-

held in readiness for "that

ip

can assure our patrons that the Lard pnr
chased ef ns. Is perfectly pure and of fine quality. I
G.J.VAN DUREN A CO.
List of letters remaining in the Post
L. T. Kantkbs has a very fine stock of
Holland. Mich., Feb. 16. 1S88.
tcandies at his store. Lovers of toothsome Office at Holland. Mich., Feb. 88. 1884:

stranger came last week Friday night,

is still

making

people of Ooopersvllle are

un- cannot change his

Scott for the past few days.

Mb.

again the father of a boy. The young

Another

B. WYNHOFF,

Wm. Vbhbkkk, P. M.

/

has been received. Our large boot

Prop s

the Big Rapids branoh.

dainties should give

Thb total amount received for ihe en-\
dowment of theologicalinstructionin
Hope College has now reached $8,884.

Feb. 28.

VAN DUREN «C0.,

this.

leopard and

able to supply cars to lumber shippers

friends In Detroit last Thursday night.

Brother Mulder, of Ik Qrondwet

than

(What

.

re-

three weeks’ visit with

Goods & Groceries.

un-

it discus- Teachers’ Instituteat that place.

Mr. avd Mbs. Watkins, of

MABionaod John M. Doesburg

J.

turned from

fairer

The

idle.

corrected time card on our first page.

4

fire with kerosene

strenuous efforts to secure t|e State

Thb Chicago and West Mich. R’y

Thb M. & 0. R. R have put on another
train from Battle Creek to Toledo. See

Meat Market, Dry

City

going on in the stock of

at the store of

Don't kindle the

p,y

/

Weils neighboring cities have raised
handsome sams for the flood sufferers
Holland hM been

N. J.

Is

W. McMar-

sing a proposition te have sewing taught

very enjoyabiofeature of the skat'1

ing rink it the

W. Wormser, of Pas-

row, and don't borrow more than yon can

j/f

Genuine Cyclone

Vriesland has repeated

less you are prepared for a land that is

am

In

of

eall to the Rev.

slao,

Don't spend more than yon can bor-

bine bird* hare put

appearancein the wooda.

Mr. D.

it

tin.

the aotieea of Gee. T. McClure in

It It laid that

lie?e

of

lilting the family

another column.

dubbh, w. tan dbb vkbrb.

van

o. j.

at
its

Fuuccu

tbiefs favorite metals— steal and I

ran.

Don't

Lnrr began

:

at

which we

Farmers and

Woodsmen.

the doctor’s office

an unseemly hour. The defendant Is

about forty years of nge, and low a wife

and children."

Wc will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stove Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Slave Bolls, 33 Inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolls, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolls, 20 inches long.

sell at

Etc.,

Etc

greatly reduced prices.

GIR/OCEJH/IBS
We keen a full lino of Groceriesand Provisions
and deliver all orders for same ireo of charge.

GIVE US A CALL.

BOOT A KKAMJCH.
bass, sunfish, perch, or any food fish.”—
Holland, Mich., Nov. 88, 1888. 4S-tf
For a bright and fresh little morning This innocent-lookingitem is appearing
Hamilton,
daily we recommend The Times, of De- in a number of our exchanges.There is
The Bchool cbillrun of Mias Dora Bigaby give an
troit. It is a very attractive paper In no such low in this state, and the mis-staie- exhibition on Friday night, Feb. 8S».
every departmentfor Michigan people' raeut should be corrected.
Mrss Mattie Lainhousk is again employed aa
clerk in the store of Kolvoord<fc Travis.
and should have a very general circuMessrs. Kolvoord & Baker have recently
lation. We wish The Times continued
A new draw bridge is being constructed
For making contractsor further inpUced
a largo planer and matching machine in
MV
formationapply !o Fixter’s Slave Factory.
success.
over Grand River at Ferrysburg which is
their mill.
ED. VER SCHURE, Supt.
to support two tracks, one tor the use of
Mr. N. H. Reynolds returned last
A donation party was held at Kimbcrs flail for
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
the Chicago and West Mich. R’y and the
and
Thursday morning from a trip through
tbe benefitof Elder Wm. Rice recently. Twentyother for the Detroit and Milwaukee R. R. five dollarswas raised for the elder.
DOm: OH SHORT NOTICE.
the southern part of this state. Mr.
This, it is thought, will prevent the serious
The water tank of the Chicagoand West Mich.
Reynolds visited Union City, and the
DRESSING BY CAR LOAD A SPECIALTY

KEYSTONE

PLANING MILL!

DRESSING.

MATCHING,

RE-SAWING

country in the vicinity of the "Crouch

he failed to secure
any information that would throw any

farm," but says that

light on the

mysteriousmurders that have

been committed there.

delays caused by heavy trains arriving on

R*y, which was recentlyburned at this station, has

both roads at the same time and having to

been rebuilt.

cross on a single track.

to the one

Thb

KAHTERS & SONS

DfWMd LamkMFAlmji oa Bui.

***

DKALKHS
John Lit, of the News-Journal, is spending a
New Orleans, La.

Ohio, receatlyresigned by

STOVES,

few days at

ToECoppon &

have commenced builds
addition to the dry house of thei:

pany of
ing an

Bertscb Leather Com-

this city

Luther Allen,

of Toledo,

has been offered

Agent of the
Lake Shore at Jackson. Mr. Bromley
was formerly General Freight and Pasto H, H. Bromley, General

Mm

IN

Grand Haven.

General Superintendency of tbe

Michigan &

R.

inferiorIn size and appearance

burned.
It Is

Thb steamer Wisconsin which loft Milwaukee
last week Friday afternoon at 4 o’clock,only succeeded in reaching Grand Haven through tho ice
on last Wednesday afternoon.

kj Tilipkou ftonjiljAttdd

Mill opposite freiaht depot, Hoi*
land, Mich.9
Hollaito, Mick., Nov.

HARDWARE

A lahgi and commodious Roller Skating RlnlN
to he built in this city. It will be on First
son Road, and an excellent railroad man.
and a basement. It is expected that the
street, next to the Baird block and will befitted,
cull the
He has declined the offered position,and
company will make improvements the
up in a first class manner. Mr. OurtiSs is the proy
the Michigan & Ohio is still looking forp Jector of this scene.
coming season that will give them one of
good man to take charge of the affairs qf
Thb barge Allen, the engine and boilerof the
tl^e largestif not the largest tanning <y
the line.
steamer Gen. Payne, and other vessel property,
tablishment in the
was sold at auctionthis week for taxes. Tbe
Gkn. Cutoheon has introduced a bi
property belonged to the Michigan Barge Cora
Last Wednesday night quite a large in Congress for the establishmentof
pany, and was purchased by Capt. Kirby and
audience attended the entertainmentat
*
Soldiers'Home in Michigan. It appropriIt bears tbe
the College Chape). The stereopticon ates $2,000,000 and provides for the selecviews presented were, in many instances,
A large quantity of nice fresb candies
tion of a site by the national board of
has been received at the store of L. T.
very beautiful to behold, and were duly
managers within thirty days from tbe pas- Kan tors. Gail and try them.
appreciatedby those in attendance. It sage of tho act, the building to commence
in design and
would seem to us that it would be a very
Call and examine Bentley’s new organ
within ninety days thereafter. If tne bill
public to
good plan for Mr. Phelps to repeat the enpusses the Home should be located on the method for sale at Me Clare’s music store.

ETC,

to,

Now

38,

1888. J‘ B‘

KL«S!

the chance

is

is

attention of all to tbe

West. y

1888.

old reliablename, bat is

NEW

ENTIRELY

dVirtalnmcntin Lyceum Hall and thus save

Bay. Point Snperfor Nothing is dearer to womankind than
make a most pictur- a fair face, or to a man than perfect

for

instance would

through the deep snow in the College
esque location for an
yard. We hav^no doubt but what by do-

institution of this

larger audi-

one present at the Chapel
Wednesdayevening.

ence than the
last

still

ful spot for the

old veterans

to

thus afflicted and know net where to turn
pass tboir for relief. Hattie Cameron of Kempt-

declining days.

The champion boy skater known as the
One of the most interesting evenings "Boy Wonder" who has recentlybeen
of this week at the skating rink was that giving exhibitions at differentRoller
of the "Graceful Lady Skaters’. Contest," Rinks, hat been engaged to give an exhibon last Wednesday evening. Nearly all ition of scientific skating in Lyceum Hall,
of the young lady patrons of tbe rink next Monday evening. The boy’s per-

eall

ville, Ont.,

Tie

“NEW IDEAL”

and Maggie Ogilvle, of

Thamesford, Ont., have been cured of square coal stove proved a perfect success

i

J

K. & K., of Detroit, Mich., while Richard

last year

•ingpeeple.

Call

and Examine.

Also

kecM

oo hand a line of

and has not been altered.

MU

1

Vines, of Edwardsville,Ont., C. A. Bar-

AND

naul, of Flint, Mich., and Geo. B. Gran-

th*m> °f Brantford, Out., owe health and

r

.-

Open and Top Buggies,
And

a fine

itock of

•

Something over one fancy movements he exeentesthe famous sociation of specialistsand therefore all
pricea.
hundred votes were cast, of which .Mrs. "on to Richmond" movement which con- who Buffer from any chronic disease or
Fred Wade received sixty-seven and Miss sists of an appearance of walking for- deformity sbonid call upon their surgeons
Remember we taka pleasure in showing
Annie Van Pntton twenty-three; tbe rest ward, while in realitytbe skater is going who will be at tbe City Hotel, Holland, on
^ otar goods and like to have you
of the votes were scattering.The result backward. The lad has lastly earned the Saturday an<t Sunday, March 8tb and feb.
compare prices.
lefthe ballot seema to bavw given very title ef the "Boy Wonder." His appear They care where others fail.
satisfaction. The prise consists anoe here just before the rink cloaca wUl
R. KANTER8 A SONS. «
BiMTLn’snew organ method has no
of an elegant pair of nfckle-plated Vine- no doubt be greatly enjoyed by our ikatec[ual for the beginner. For sole at

Wal

Better wagon in everyway,

most disfiguring skin diseases by tbe Drs.

.

tellers.

and claim* that

they are •

'and will not be undersold bj anyone.

wonderful.The happinessto the simo source, as they pubnicely. Tbe vote of tluL»audlencewas manager of the Grand Rapida Rink speaks lidy declare. These are bat instances of
We have an endless variety* all sizes and
I
«..v '
taken, C. J. De Roo and B. Van Patten in the highest terms of him. Among other the thousands of cares effectedby this as-

Nu

ad« wageas
n Zealand.
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reasons for onr proceedings.

He

or Spencer carbines, which were takes to
Surrattsvillc by John H. Surratt a
“Friday, 21— After being hhntqd like short time before the tragedy. They
a dog through swamps and woods, and were left at the house of Dr. Mudd, and
last night being chased by gun-boats were intended to assist the assassins in
till I was forced to return wet, cold, defending themselves— so perfectly had
and starving, with every man’s hand even the route of escape been planned
against me, I am here in despair,and and provided for.7 Harold, one of the
For doing what Brutus was four who were executed, accompanied
honored for — what made Tell a hero. Booth in his flight from the alley in
And yet I, for striking down a greater the rear of the theater, where the horse
tyrant than they ever knew, am looked was in waiting. At Surrattsville Harold
upon as a common ontthreat. My act took one |f the carbines, bnt Booth did
was purer than either of theirs. One not, owing to his anffering condition.
hoped to be great himself ; the other When at length they were hunted down
had not only nis country but his own and surrounded at night in a barn, they
wrongs to avenge. I hoped for no were ordered to come forth and surrengain ; I knew no private wrong. I struck der. Harold did so but Booth took
for my country and that alone. A the carbine and defied his pursuers,decountry ground beneath this tyranny termined to sell his life as dearly as
—
and prayed for this end. and yet now possible. At length the barn was set
behold the cold hand they extend to on fire, and by the light of the flames
me. God cannot pardon me if I have Booth could be seen within, seeking an
done wrong. Yet lean not see any opportunity to use his weapon. Then
wrong^except in serving a . degenerate Sergt. Boston Corbett pat an end to his
people/ Thq little, the very little,I life by a shot from his revolver.
When Booth entered the President’s
left behind to dear my name, the govbox
at the theatre he placed a pine stick
ernment will not allow to be printed.
So ends all ! For my country I have abont three foot long and two inches
given up all that made life sweet and square, which had been previouslyproholy, brought misery upon my family, vided, in snch a way as to fasten the
Parson Obsdiah PotterWho was looking for a partner
and am sure there is no pardon in door, that no one might follow him into
Kongst the fair ones of the parish;
the heavens for me since man condemns the box. This stick, which is carefully
* Bo said Rumor, ever busy,
Busy with the news and gossip.
me so. rhave only heard of wh4t has preserved,lay npon the floor as the
Jnst before the next month's meeting
been done (except what I did myself), bleeding President ^as borne out of the
Of the UdieS' sewing circle,
and it fills me with horror. God ! try box, and several drops of blood fell upPerson Potter went a Journey,—
Journey to his native village.
and forgive me and bless my mother. on it, the stains being plainly visible.
80 he came back to his parish.
To-night I will once more try the river All the details in connection with the
And was met by sll bis people;
Hot alone he gave them greeting,
with the intention to cross, though I theater, necessary to the plan were arWith him same a dark-eyed lady,
have a great desire and almost a mind ranged by Booth in person with the asAnd the parson called that lady
to return to Washington, and in a sistance of the stage carpenter, SpanMr*. Obadlah Potter.
measure olear
name, which I gler who was tried as an abettor of the
*How the ladles'sewing circle
feel I can do. I do not repent the blow conspiracy and sentenced to a long imHas abont the usual number.
Good Cheer.
I struck, ’ I may before my God, but prisonment The old Ford theater is
not to man. I think I have done well located on Tenth street, between E
Once after the death of the
though I am abandoned with the enrse and
of Cain npon me, when, if the world President, a theatrical performance was
Wilkes Booth,
knew my heart, that one blow wonld advertisedto take place there, but the
have made me great, though I did de- government forbade it. The “property
Some Interesting Bella of the Assassin sire no greatness. To-night I try to was then purchased and is occfipied as
of Abraham Lincoln— His Final Capescape those bloodhounds one more. a National SurgicalMuseum.
In 1864 a rumor was spread through
Who, who can read his fate? God’s
ture.
will be done. I have too great a care the country that President Lincoln had
I spent a little time in examining with to die like a criminal. Oh, may He, died by poison. J. Wilkes Booth was
^melancholyinterest some relics of may He, spare me that and let me die that day at the McHenry House in
J. Wilkes Booth and his fellow-con- bravely. I bless the entire world. Meadville.Pa. After his departure the
spirators. They are very carefully kept Have never hated or wronged anyone. followingwas found scratched with a
dn the office of Judge Advocate Qen- This last was not a wrong, unless God diamond point, on a pane of glass in
.eral Swaim.
deems it so, and it is with Him to damn one of the windows of his room
Auk
.
First I was shown the pistol with or bless me. And for this brave boy
On

pleasAnt day In winter,
"When the ground with mow was oomed.
In a thriving country villain,
At the home of Deaoon Bowen
Met the ladleV sewing drole;~
Girdlewhere the ladles gather,
Where the ladles meet together,
Where they dt ink their tea and chatter
All sbont the news and fashions,—
. All about their neighbors' prospects,
All abont their neighbors' failings.
Also, alter tea, the hnsbands,
And the mnnv sons and daughters,
Come to till the apadona mansion
Of the good old Deaoon Bowen;
There was Major Duff and sister,
Deaeon Castor's wife and daugher,
Lawyer Huntley'swife and mother,
Orandma Rider, with her knitting,
lAlwsys letting down some stitches,)
There was Doctor1Ell Raihbnn,
With his kindly words and wtshss.
Wishing '^sllwere well" that evening.
(Hopinghe would find some ailing,—
This, his mental reservation.)
And the young unmarriedparsonparson Obadi&h Potter
Talking to the maids and spinsters;
Also came the village blacksmith.
With bis wife and children seven;
And from school came lads and lasses.
With them came the young schoolmistress;
And, In rhert, a goodly number
Did assemble at this circle,—
More than thrice the usual number,—
Many that did very seldom
go to hear the Bnndav preaching.
What, think yon could he the reaeon?
What canid be the great attraction?
Deaoon Bowen kept a boarder,
Kept the young unmarried person—
a
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SpoopendykeIndulge in 8ome
“Never mind Jear,” said Mrs. SpoopVisions of the Wealth » Lottery
endyke, soothingly. *Tm sorry you’re
Ticket Is to Bring:.

tlx1, aud Jrfra.

:

*

IBrpoklyn Eagle.i j

'

•

“My dear,” said Mrs. Spoopendyke,
who had for sometime been intently
studying a slip of paper she held in
both hands. “My dear, what do you
suppose this is about ?”
“Let me see,” demanded Mr. Spoopendyke, snatching at the paper. "Why,
it’s a lottery ticket ! What peddler of
sacred literature have yon been patronizing now ? Where’d you acquire possession of this monument to wealth?
“I found it,” fluttered Mrs. Spoopendyke, making a dive for it, as though
the explanation of what it was made
the slightest difference in its contents.
“Is it really a lottery ticket? How
much do we win?”
“Well, if it draws a prize, and the
expense of collection don’t eat np the
amount, and the lottery pays up, we
won’t be much out of pocket,” returned Mr. Spoopendyke, examining the
ticket again.

“And

I’ll have

my

sealskin dolman,

after all!" squealed Mrs.

Spoopendyke,

clapping her hands and peering over
her husband’s shoulder at the mysterious document. "I wish they’d hurry
up and send the money. When do you
think they’ll send it, dear?”
“P’raps ifs on the way now!” muttered Mr. Spoopendyke. ‘ Of course, the

disappointedabout your barn, but I’ll
give up the sealskin sacque.”
Mr. Spoopendyke bent on her long,
lingering look, and then climbed into
bed.
“I don’t care," murmered Mrs. Spoopendyke, as she rolled np her frizzes and
plastered them with qnince seed. “I
don’t care. The hettse would have run
away with him and broken his neck,
and, if it didn't, we might have not
drawn anything. At all events, we
won’t have to go to the expense of buying that corfler lot, and that’s a saving.”
And with this economicalreflection
Mrs. Spoopendyke measured her husband’s sealskin cap to see if it contained enough material for a collar and
a pair of cuffs, and, finding that it did,
she planted her feet in hia back and
sank into peaceful and refreshingslum-

ber.

’
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Wounded and Desperate.
It is the opinion of old hunters that
no Animal is more ferociousthan a
wounded buck, and acoording to the
New York TAbune a recent adventure
of Andrew Conch justifies the belief.
Couch is one of the most noted hunters
of Snlllvan county, New York, and a
few weeks ago he was engaged to
“drive" deer for a party of gentlemen
from Monticello. Seeing a buck coming towards him. he dischargedone

lottery folks know you found it, and
they’ll break their necks to pay up be- barrel of his gun in front of it with the
fore the owner can make any trouble. intention of turning it in direction of

Have you ordered anything else besides the other hunters; but instead of turnthe dolman on the strength of this find? ing, the animal came directly towards
Been making any other purchases of a him. Conch now discharged the remaing barrel at the deer, whioh was of
similar character?”
“No,” cooed Mrs. Spoopendyke. enormous size, and the animal fell He
“ And you shall have -. What would then went to the buck and was bending
yon like, dear? We’ll buy what you over him with the intention of killing
want, and if there’s anything left, well him if he had not received his deathwound, when the deer suddenly sprang
think about the dolman.”
“Don’t think there'll be much left,” to its feet, attacking him with fury,
grunted Mr. Spoopendyke. “It didn’t leaping in the air and striking viciousoccur to you that wo could put this ly at him with its sharp hoofs.
Couch jumped quickly aside and esmoney in the bank, or I could use it in
my business, did it ? Never suggested caped the full force of the deadly stroke
itself to you that we could lay it away, of the wounded buck’s forefeet One
or speculate in stocks and double it, of the feet, however, struck him on the
or buy a horse we both could enjoy, left shoulder,spun him around like a
did it? All yon thought of was the top, and ont through the sleeve of his
dolman, and you want me to advance heavy hunting-shirt from shoulder to
wrist. He had his gun in his hand, bnt
the money for that?”

Departed this life
Harold, with me, who often prays (yes,
AngustlSth, 186i
“I didn’t know,” murmured Mrs. it was empty. But before the deer
before and since) with a true and sinAfter
Mr.
Lincoln’s
death
by
the
Spoopendyke,
rather crestfallen. “I could gather itself for another attack,
cere heart, was it crime in him? If so,
hand
of
this
man
the
pane
became
an
thought
maybe
there would be enough he dealt him a powerful blow across the
why can he pray the same? I do not
object
of
interest.
It
was
cut
out, for us both, and if there was I’d like to neck with the stock of his gun. The
wish to shed a drop of blood, but I
neatly framed, and sent by Miss Mc- get the sack. Say, dear, how much blow staggered the buck and shivered
is much larger than that of the weapons must fight the course. Tis all that’s
the gun to pieces.
Henry to Washington. It was added would the stock cost?”
ol its size of the present dav. The left me.”
Recovering quickly, the back sprang
to the collectionof relics that I have
“Depends
on
how
much
you
paid
for
fatal bullet taken from the head of Mr.
There is a large, villainous-looking
at
Conch again and planted both foredescribed.— Cleue/and Herald.
them," lucidly explained Mr. SpoopenLinooln, is much battered by its con- knife, which was found in the room of
feet on his shoulders,felling him to tho
dyke.
“They’ll
cost
a
good
deal
more
r tact with the skull, which was said by Atzerot after his arrest and identified
than the seal skin will. What’s the ground. Rnowlege of the great peril
A Noted Adventuress.
i the surgeons to be nnusnally thick. In as belonging to him, and another with
he wa-i in lent agility to the hunter's
v a small glass case are preserved several which Payne attacked Mr. Seward.
A decided sensation was created at matter with you? As soon as you get movements,and before the buck
a
few
dollars
you
want
to
bum
it away
* fragments of the fractured skull. The
There are also two large navy revolvers, Washington during the Van Buren adcould deal a blow upon his chest with
silver tipped probe used on that occa- which belonged to Payne and Atzerot. ministrationby the appearance there of on clothes! Haven’t you any notion of
its hoofs that would have doubtless
tsion is also in the collection. There is Many will remember that the conspira- a handsome and well educated Italian saving? Think you’d excite anymore
been fatal, Conch regained his feet and
A donble-edged dirk knife which was tors planned the death of the Presi- lady, who called herself Araericns Ves- respect among tho other inmates by
instantly closed with his antagonist,'
clawing
around
the
poor
house
in
a
vtaken from the person of Booth after dent, General Grant, Secretary Sew- pucci, and claimed descent from the
shonting meanwhile to his companions
Jhis death. It has a large horn handle ard, Vice President Johnson, and prob- navigator who gave his name to the seal skin coat? S’pose I’m going to
for help.
«nd a blade abont seven inches in length. ably others; but, althongh each was as- continent. Ex-PresidentAdams and sit around here like the lable on a bottle
The buck’s vitality was wonderful,
and
have
the
neighbors
fetch
in
cold
It is of the kind spoken of in ordinary signed his part in the diabolicaltragedy, Daniel Webster became her especial
and it seemed as strong and fresh after
pie,
while
you
skin
around
after
washparlance as a “Bowie,” but the latter, all of them, for some reason or other, friends, and she was soon a welcome
a quarter of an hour’s wrestling among
strictlyspeaking,has but a single edge. failed,except Booth. It is this failure guest in the best society. In a few ing in a seal skin dolman ? I tell you
the scrub-oak os it was at the beginthis
money’s
going
where
it’ll
do
some
One side of the blade is neatly orna- that Booth alludes to in his diary. Mr. weeks after her arrival,she presented a
ning of the struggle.
good!
Hear
me?
I’m
going
to
build
a
mented, and bears the inscription: Seward had recently been thrown from petition to Congress, asking first to be
Couch had twice been beneath the
•“America, the Land of the Free and his carriage, and by some reason of his admitted to the rights of citizenship, barn and buy a horse.”
deer’s
fore-feet and had received bad
“Won’t that be nice!” exclaimed Mrs.
•the Home of the Brave, Liberty and In- injuries was confined to his bed. The and secondly to be given a “corner of
cuts and bruises. His clothing was
Spoopendyke,
her
face
illumined
with
dependence.” It was this knife that surgeons bad inclosed his neck with a land” out of the public domain of the
nearly all torn from him, aud he was
the assassin brandishedin his hand as steel color, and this doubtless saved his country which bore the name of her an- smiles. “And at one end of tho barn
covered with blood and nearly exbe ran across the stage of the theater life. At almost the same moment— so cestor. An adverse report, which was we have a piggery, and at the other end
hausted. He felt therefore that his
we’ll
have
a
hennery
!
Oh
!”
After the shooting, shonting, “Sic sem- oarefnlly were the details of the plot soon made, is one of the cariosities of
only hope was either in the appearance
“We
won’t!”
snorted
Mr.
Spoopenper ty rannis!” The hat worn by Booth arranged— that Booth entered the box congressionalliterature.It eulogized
•of the other hunters on the scene or< in
was pioked np in the theater box after occupied by Mr. Lincoln and his the petitioner as “a young, dignified dyke. “Think I’m going to have a lot of
some decisive movement of his own.
the tragedy. It is of dark cloth, finely friends at Ford’s theatre, Payne pre- and graceful lady, with a mind of a measly hens scratching with one leg
He had dropped the gun-barrel when
and
crowing
all
night
with
the
other?
“quilted,” of the style much worn at sented himself at the honse of Mr. Sew- brightest intellectualculture, and a
he closed with the deer, but at last, in
that time. There is also a light colored ard. He representedthat he was a heart beating with all our own enthusi- Got a notion that I’m going to put
money
into
a
pack
of pigs that’ll squeal the course of the struggle, the spot
“slonch” felt hat which was worn that messenger from the physician, with asm in the cause of American and hu
where it lay was once more reached
night by Payne, when he made the mnr- medicine for the patient, and must see man liberty.” The reasons why th< when yon let up long enough to give
•fBy
a quick movement he disengaged
derous attack on Secretary Seward. him immediately. His appearance prayer of the petitionercould not be ’em a chance?”
himself
from the deer, and sprang for
“But little pigs are so sweet!" pleadThe boot worn by Booth on the broken aroused the suspicion of the attendants, granted were given, but she was comthe weapon. He had scarcely secured
ed
Mrs.
Spoopendyke.
“And
I
dote
on
leg is of the cavalry pattern, and very and they hesitated to admit him ; but mended to the generosity of the Ameriit and risen to his Jeet before the buck
high, reaching nearly to the hip. At brushing them aside, he forced his way can people. “The name of America— hens.” ;
was once more upon him. 6ouch raised
“Well you do tho doting, and I’ll
the instep is a slip eight or ten inches in and passed rapidly to Mr. Seward’s our country’s name— should be honthe gun-barrel in the air, and putting
long, made by Dr. Mndd while exam- room, which ho entered without cere- ored, respected and oherished in the take care of the funds!" retorted Mr.
411 his remaing strength into the blow
ining Booth’s injury, at his house, near mony* He attacked the Secretary, as person of the interestingexile from Spoopendyke. “I s’pose I’ve got to
he struck the animal back of the antlers
fiorratsvivle,Md. The fugitivemade he lay npon the bed, with his knife, en- whose ancestor we derive the great and buy the corner lot so as to give the
and felled it to the ground. Another
barn a fronting on the street.”
a brief halt in his flight, seeking relief deavoringto cut his throat, but was glorious title."
blow ended the contest. Couch then
“And 111 train some vines over the
from the pain in his limb. A very in- baffled by the steel collar. Mr. Seward
A subscriptionwas immediately opendropped to the ground from sheer exteresting feature of the collectionis a rolled over and off the bed upon the ed by Mr. Haight, the sergeant-at-arms door,” said Mr. Spoopendyke. “With
haustion, in which condition he was
email diary found in Booth’s pockets floor on the opposite side.
of the Senate, and judges, congressmen vines around the door and climbing soon afterwards fotwd by his friends.
beans over tho window we could make
After his death. It is much soiled and
In the meantime Frederick Seward, and citizens vied with one another in
it look
.’’
etained, and all the leaves prior to the
Pigeons’ Love*
their
contributions.
Just
then
it
was
who was attending him, grappled with
“Think I’m going to put half this
date of April 14, the day of the mur- the assassin. Payne up to this time had whispered that Madame Vespucci had
A writer in the Scottish Naturalist
der, had been cut off by himself. made no use of his revolver,but now born an unenviable reputation at Flor- money into hiring somebody to find out tells a story of a pigeon, which illusAmong the articles found in the used it as a clnb, beating his antagonist ance and at Paris, and had been in- what you’re talking about, don’t von?” trates the truth of the saying that God
“pocket” of the book are five photo- upon the head very severely,inflicting duced by a pecuniary consideration to roared Mr. Spoopendyke. “know tempers the wind to the' shorn lamb,
.graphs of yoong women, presumably injuries from which he has never fully break off an intimacy with the Dake of what a barn is? Think it’s some kind and the high power of instinct promptactresses a small silver horse-shoe recovered.All this had been bnt the Orleans,Lonis Phillippe’soldest son, of a nuisance, with shelves in front for ed by parental love. Two pigeons had
pots and a broken legbehing? Well,
.charm, and a Roman Catholic medal or
bnilt their nest in the top-story of the
work of a moment, bnt the alarm was and come to Washington, boon afterrAmnlet. I copied from the diary the rapidly spreading,and Payne, realizing wards the duke's younger brother, the it ain’t, and it ain’t going to have any dove-cote, and had hatched their young,
beans fooling around it. The first dod whioh came ont of the egg about the
following, written by Booth while tryhis failure, sought safety in a rapid Prince de Joinvflle,came to this country
gasted bean that I find climbing over middle of March, 1876. On the 16th
ing to escape from his pursuers.The
and
refused
to
recognize
her,
which
flight. Strangely enough, he did not
bandwriting was folly identified by his leave the city. Forty-eighthours later, virtually excluded her from reputable the window of that bam will get the day of March a very severe storm of
chief part of its tronsers loaded with snow and snowdrift set in at dusk. It
friends after his death :
at a little before midnight, he called at society. For some years subsequently
“April 14, Friday, the Ides— Unti- the house of Mrs. Surratt, which, un- she resided in luxnrious seclusion with shot!”
must be noticed the door of the dove“I thought it would look pretty," cote looked to the northwest, from
to-day nothing was ever thought of sad known to him, was then tinder the a wealthy citizen of New York, in the
rificingtoonr country’s wrongs. For strictestsurveillance. Ho was dressed interior of that State, and after his sighed Mrs. Spoopendyke.
whence the storm was coming, so that
“That’s it!” yawned Mr. Spoopen- the snow blew right into the portal
cix months we had worked to captnre; as a common laborer, his clothes were death she returned ta Paris.— Ben;
iyke. “You’ve been thinking again! where the jonng pigeons were lying,
but our cause being almost lost, some- bedaubed with mud, and he carried a Pcrly Poore?* Remininsces.
With your dispositionto throw every- only a few days old. The storm was
) thing decisive and great must be done. stick on his shoulder. This implement
The Motion Wasn’t Seconded.
thing into the form of thought yon only very severe — so much so that it was
But its failure was owing to others who is kept as one of the historic relicj.
did not strike for their country with a Confronted by an officer, who asked him
Some years ago, when the Hon. Hugh want a stick of gum and a bad reputa- thonght to be the hardest that had hap: heart I struck boldly and not as the who he was, replied that he had been
Buchanan was judge of the Coweta cir- tion to be a female boarding school I pened for many years, and the young
papers say. I walked with a firm step sent to do a job of work for the lady of cuit, there lived in the county a gentle- Don't yon interfere in this bnsiness any brood would have no donbt perished
through a thousand of his friends; was the honse, whose name he pretended man who had once been a justice of the more till I call yon ont to look At the but for the happy expedient that the
father of the young pigeons adopted.
», Stopped, but poshed on. A colonel was at
not to know. Mrs. Surratt was in the peace and jndge of the inferior oonrt, horse 1 Understand me?”
“Yes, dear,” replied Mrs. Spoopen- He stood in the doorway with his tail
. his side. I shouted sic semper before custody of the officers and was aboflt to whom we eball call Judge
This
' I fired. In jumping broke my leg. I be removed. She had asked permission gentleman had just been admitted to dyke, leaning on his shoulder and look- spread ont to the storm, and the wings
. passed all his picket#; rode sixty miles to engage in prayer (she was a Catholic] the Bar. He was in his first case before ing closely at the ticket. “What do in a fluttering position, evidently with
.that night with the bone of my leg before leaving the house. Her request Judge Buchanan. Col. A. was his op- you suppose that ‘Juno, 1881’ is on the intentionof stopping the draught,
so as to shelter his naked offspring, and
tearing the fleet at every jump. I can was granted,and she was on her knees ponent. Col. A. moved to dismiss the there for."
t never report it
Though we hated to at the moment of Payne’s arrival An case of Jndge S. for some defects in the
Mr. Spoopendyke glared at the slip, there he stood for hours with the snow
ML onr country owed all her troubles officer conducted him into her presence, pleadings. Judge Buchanan asked >re it into a thousand pieces, scattered thiok upon his back and tail, breaking
to him, and God siinply made me the and asked her if she knew him. She Judge S. what he had to say in reply to
tern over the floor and danced on them. the intensity of the cold. Bnt for this
instrntofent. The country is not what called God to witness that she had the motion of Col
“What’s it for?” he yeUed. “It’s to the young must have died.
“Whv, ifit

which the President was shot. It is a
small, old-fashionedderringer, its entire length being but a trifle more than
six inches, while the barrel is but two
And a half inches. The bore, however,

-

-

.

S.

A.

was. This forced anion is pot what I never seen him before. Bat he was re- pleases your honor," said JudgeS.,
have loved. I care not what becomes tained in custody,and proved to be one “yon curt entertain the motion of Col.
* I hate no desire to outlive my
of the .chief conspirators. It was sub- A. It has no eecond.” Judge S. lost
• country. This flight, Before the deed; seqnentlv proved, by abundant teetihis ce&e.—Douylasville (Go.) Star.
I wrote a long article andjeft.it for one mony, that he had dined repeatedly
..of the editors of the National Intelli- with Mrs. Surratt, at her house.
Somb 80,00# children are living on
pencer', in which l fully set forth our
There are also two nine-shooting canal boats in England.
it

.

i

ut arms and a tail to and be borne
round by an eighteen carat idiot as a
>alskin dolman. .Where’d ye get it?
[ow many suits of my clothes did ye

_

A georoia.train cut off the lies
heels of a
lijm nndrunken man’s boots and left hi
harmed.

_

There are some names— like that of
for this measly ticket,three
sars old? Which museum did ye mother
--- - and wife— that are too sacred
;art them dod gasted beans olimbtngrfor jest
rade off

r
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It Orercame Him.
1 MODERN RESURRECTION.
A Cate Hot Beyond Help.
• Before the Hale & Norcroea fight
Dr. li. H. Hinsdale, Kenawee, III., advises
A Miracle That Took Place in Oar Mldat us of a remarkablecase of consumption.
came on-*-this is tradition almost
there arrived in^ town a •dissipated Unknown to the Pnbllo-The Details In He says: “A neighbor's wife was attacked
Fall.
miner who had worked in the mine.
with violent lung disease,and pronounced
[Detroit Ftoe Prcee.]
He was pretty badly down, apparently,
beyond help from quick oonsumptloa. Asa

—

but he went into

broker’s office, and,
after being told to get out as a tramp,
he said he thought a good deal of Hale
& Noroross and wanted to invest a
trifling sum in it. Two feet, at $175,
were bought for him, and he gave tho
certificate to the broker, saying that
ho was going to Mexico prospecting,
and he would like to leave it behind to
be dealt with as the broker saw fit. He
was not heard of for months. Hale
Norcross was up to $12,000 a foot.
One morning the broker found the dilapidatedminer on his doorstep when
he came down to business. The miner
rose and said:. ,
“Well, Pm here. I thought Fd come
and see you. I s’pose there ain’t nothing left o’ that Hale & Norcross. I
guess you must ’a sold it out, but I’m
down an’ ain’t got a cent. Maybe you’d
lend me four bits to get a bit of breakfast?”
a

&

The broker looked at him and
gave him $5 to go and get a bath and a
breakfast, and presently he returned.
“Sit down and wait a minute, j I’ll
make up your account presently.” He
left the dilapidatedman on the edge of
a chair. He came back with a check
and sent his clerk down to the bank.
The clerk returned with a big bag of
gold. The poor devil watched the proceedings with a miserable indifference.
The gold was stacked upon the counter.
“Look here. I’ve sold your two feet
of Hale &• Norcross for $25,000, and
here’s your money.”
The piiner fell down on the floor and
cried like a baby. He could not read
or write and had no idea what the
market was. He sent a draft of $2,000
to his mother, The broker bought for
him $20,000 worth of registeredbonds,
and gave him $2,400 in coin, which he
spent in three days. Two bunko men
brought him in drunk and tried to get
his bonds, but the broker drove them
out, and when the man got sober he
came and had the bonds sewed into his
clothes and was dispatched East. He
has never been heard of since. — San
Francisco Chronicle.

One of tho most remarkable occurrences
ever given to tho public, which took place

was penuaded to try
Dr. Wm. Hall's Balsam for tho Lungs. Ito
here In our midst, has just come to our
the astonishment of all, by the time she had
knowledge, and will undoubtedly awaken as
much surprise and attract as great attention used one half-dozen bottles she was about
the house doing her own work."
as It has already In newspaper circles. Tho
facts arc, briefly,as follows : Mr. William A.
My Wife and Children.
Crombic, a young man formerly residing at
Rev. L. A. Dunlap, of ML Vernon, says:
Birmingham, a suburb of Detroit, and now My children were afflicted with a cough reliving at 287 Michigan avonue in this city,
sulting from Measles,my wlfo with a cough
can truthfully say that ho has looked into that had prevented her from sleeping more or
the future world and yet returned to this. A
loss for years, and your White Wine of Tar
representativeof this paper has interviewed Syrup has cured tbom all.
him upon this important subject, and his experiencesare given to tbe public for the first
Chapped Hands Face, Pimples and rough
time. He said:
Skin, cured by using Juniper Tar Soap, made
“J had been having most peculiar sensa- by Caswell, Hazard A Co., Now York.
tions for a long while. My bead felt dull and
Beware of the incipient stages of Consumpheavy; my eyesightdid not seem so clear as
formerly; my appetitewas uncertain,and I tion. Take Plso’s Cure in time.
last resort, the family

:

was unaccountably tired. It was an effort to
The beet and oldest medicine lor cure of liver
arise in tho morning, and yet I could not
sleep at night. My mouth tasted badly, I hud diseases is Dr. Sanford's livo^uvlgorator.
a taint, all gone sensation in the pit of my
For a Cold in the head, there is nothing so
stomach that food did not satisfy, while my good as Piso's Remedy for Catarrh.
hands and feet felt cold and clammy. 1 was
nervous and irritable,and lost allemhusiasm.
“Bough on Rats” clears out Rats, Mien. 15a
At times my head would seem to whirl and
my heart palpitated terribly. I had no energy,
Mother Swan’s Worm Syrup, tasteless.25a
no arobitiofc,and I seemed indifferent of tho
present and thoughtless of tho future. I
“Rough on Coughs" Troches, 15c; Liquid, 50o.
tried to f hake tho feeling off, and persuade
myself it was simply a cold or a little
Wells' May-Apple(liver) Pills, lOo.
malaria.But it would not go. I was determined not to give up, and so time passed
“Rough on Toothache," Instantrelief. 15o.
along and all the while I was gettingworse.
“Buchn-p&ibi,"
Great Kidney and Urinaiy Core. |1.
It was about this time that 1 noticed I had
begun to bloat fearfully. My limbs were
"Rough on Coma,” for Corn*, Wart*, B anion*. 16o.
swollenso that by pressingmy fingers upon
them deep depressionswould be made. My
Wills’ Health Rene war cure* Djnpepaia,Impotence.
face also began to enlarge,and continued to
until I could scarcely see out of my eyes.
The “Rough on" Tooth Powder, eleganL 15o.
One of my friends, describingray appearance
at that time, BHid: */fisan animated amnef/iiny, but I should like to know what.’ In
THEGREAT GERMAN
this conditionI passed several weeits of tho
greatest agony.
“Finally, one Saturdaynight, tho misery
culminated.Nature could endure no more.
I became irrationaland apparently insensible. Cold sweat gathered on my forehead;
Relievesand cures
my eyes became glazed and my throat
rattled. I seemed to be in, another
sphere and with other surroundings.
Neuralgia,
I know nothing of what occurred around
Sciatica,Lumbago,
me, although
have since learned

REMEDY

I

BACKACHE,

that it was considered as death by
those who stood by. It was to me a quiet

HEADACHE, TOOTHAOH1,

state, and yet one of great
helpless, hopeless,and pain

agony. I was
was my only
companion. I remember trying to see what

SORE THROAT.
QUINSY, SWELLING!!,

“VT
i

men

How

“

has been a valuable lesson to mo. I am IRE YOU WEAK ?
certain, though, there are thousands of men Tonic Powder*, HU Tompkins Avo.. Brooklyn, N. Y,
and women at this very moment who have
PUCAD I AlffiC I Nc&r Railroad.Watered.No.lfor
the same ailment which came so near killing MCAriAHUd Grass, Gralu.&niiStock. Listand
me, and they do not know it. I believe kid- IOWA, EAN.i NEB. 1 Map tree. J. A. Bent. Wheaton, 111
ney disease is the most deceptive trouble in
tho world. It comes like a thief in
the night. It has no certain symptoms, but seems to attack each one
differently.It is quiet, treacherous,and all f'OCn A MONTH. Agents Wanted. DO best
the more dangerous. It is killing more people
N / nil “elling artHes in the world.1 sample FJtEP
to-day than any ether complaint.If I hud VA.UU Addreaa JAY BRUNSON. Detboit, Mica
the power, I would warn tho entire world
against it, and urge them to remove it from
the system before it is too late. '
E. BURNHAM. 7 1 ’ State street Chicago
u Ono of tbe “embers of the firm of Whiteit

versation

M. E. Church, at Birmingham,and now of
Schoolcraft, Mich., in response to a telegram,
replied:
Hon. A. W. Sheldon, Associate Justice,
“Mr. W. A. Crombio was a member of
Supreme Bench of Arizona Territory, writes congregation at the time of bis sickness. The
prayers of the church were requested for him
as follows: “It affordsme great pleasure to
say, from my personal observation,and you on two different occasions. I was with him
the day he was reported by his physicians as
know the scope of such has been very ex- dying, and consider his recoveryalmost a
tended, that St. Jacobs Oil is the great and miracle."

my

pain, the sovereign

Not one person in a million ever comes so
cure for all bodily aches and pains, and I near death as did Mr. Crombio and then recover. but the men arid women who arc driftcheerfullybear this testimony.4
ing toward the same end arc legion. To note
the slightest symptoms,to realize their sigThe owner of a pair of bright eyes nificance, and to meet them in time by tho
says that the prettiest complimentshe remedy which has been shown to be most
efficient,is a duty from which there can bo
ever received came from a child of four
escape. They arc fortunate who do this;
years. The little fellow, after looking they are oil the sure road to death who neg-

intently at her eyes a moment, inquired naively: “Are your eyes new
ones ?”

lect

PATENTSHand-Book
instructionsand

Full

u>

&

of
Chicago.
' N. G.
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gg

Commerce,

A CO„
Broadway,
New York.

“Tfie bark went down," said tho ague pahad swallowed a big dose of
quinine.
tient after he

Farmers' Folly.
Borne farmers adhere, even against the
fui* light of fact and discovery*to the oldfashioned folly of coloring butter with carrots, annatto, and Inferior substances,notwithstanding tho splendid record made by

the Improved Butter Color,- prepared by
Wells, Richardson& Oo., Burlington, Vt.
At scores of the bat agricultural fairs It
has receivedthe highestaward over all competitors.

_

_

Patehfamii.iAs(reading doctor’s

The Dr.S.L

_

RicM

Hid Co. St Joseph,Ho.

Lord, BtoutenburgbA Co., Agents, Chicago,

my
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IDNEY-

WORT

THE SURE
CURE
FOR — —
KIDNEY DI8EA8E8y
LIVER COMPLAINT89
CONSTIPATION, PILES,
AND BLOOD DISEASES.

today apparently cured.
Z. C. Wahren, Rutland, Vt

Pure Cod-Liver Oil, made from selected
livers on tho sea shore, by Caswell, Hazard
A Co., New York. It is absolutelypure and

Z

Dr. B. V. Clark, So. Hero, Vt
“Kidney -Wort has cured my wife after two years
suffering."Dr. O. K. Summerlin, Ban Hill, Qa.

THOUSANDS OF OASIS

IN

Carbo-Iines.
Earth brings the bitterness ol pain,
Tet worth the crown of peace will gain;
And thousands speak in accents fine
The praises of our Carbollne.

bill):

’ : ,

'

Their Grave*

I

FIKX, ft 00 LIQUID 01 DRY, SOLO BY DBUGGlOTk
Dry can be sent by moil.
WELLS, RICHARDSON A CO. Burllngteu Y k

The fee of doctors is an item that very
many persons are interested in. We believe the schedule for visits is $3.00, which
would tax a man coufincd to his bed for a
year, and in need of a daily visit, over

_

KIDNEY

FEES OF DOCTOBB.

-WORT

$1,000 a year for medical attendance alone

wldsfoomplete-

rgorosreu^ofUrf.
r

A LADY'S WISH.

GIVEN UP DY

7

HE DOCTOBB.

“Is it possible that Mr. Godfrey is up
at work, and cured by so simple a

BITTERS

I

J

and

remedy?"'

"I assure you it is true that he is entirely
cured, and with nothing but Hop Bitters,
and only ten days ago his doctors gave hito*
up and said be must die, from Kidney and
Liver trouble !"

Liver and Kidney Remedy,
Compounded from the well known]
CurativesHope, Malt, Buchu, Man-

dmi Ur*. Col. L..BINGHAM,
PENSIONS tor
Attorney,Washington.
.dTc.

ake. Dandelion,Sarsaparilla, Csscara Bagrada, eta, combined with an
agreeable Aromatic Elixir.

AGENTS WANTED

THEY CURE DYSPEPSIAft HDIGESTIOI,|

mlnutea.

left

ipoM tkelJvoYBnd

To soldicre and heirs, neudatamp
ttendatami

to son’

ting kfachlneH
BtnckinKH*

mi

wiiK

Kidneys,

REGULATE THE BOWELS,
They cure Rheumatism, and all Uri- f
nary troubles.They Invigorate,
nourish, strengthenand quiet
the Nervous System.

As a Tonlo they have no Iqual*
ftke none but Hops and Malt Bitters.

FOR SALE DY ALL DEALERS.

-

Hops and Malt Bitters Co.

No lecurityrequiredexcept
TiiMeloan* are fori

for Interest,

and tten only’pefMMi'
pem

dlicHKteesj
...... .

W.HOBEK1
ITS. Manager.AM

W. AU Sk UlnelnntekO.

I

DETROIT, MICH.

CATARRH^
SURE CURE
MONEK.SW

"-4381

enough ami want
to be cored, nit

WIJK) W BJl •
formation of
a Bure Cure.
You will no*
regret

It.

guaranteed to every lady and
gentleman who will work.
Introducing tho “Hon Ton*' Hyntetnof Dn-niic lilting. Tho aim pleat and mont perfect. Large
profit*.Qnirk return*. No canvaanlna. Complete
outfit only
retail* at •3.00. Hr cure
territory at omt. Every lady who now* and every
dreaHmakcr will buy one on sight. Nw Is your time.
Bo flret in the hold. Don't ho (1 track and let MOtne one'
cl BO get in ahead. Inclineatauip for prompt reply.
Addreaa HON TON HYhTKM CO., Canton. Ohio.

•t.OO.

For

Two

Consumption Can Bo Cured.
DR.

Generations

WM.
FOR

The good and staunch old
stand-by, MEXICAN MUS-

HALL’S
THE

uiNGkBALSAM

has done

to assuage pain, relieve
suffering, and save the lives of
men and beasts than all other

linimentspat together. Why!

through skin and flesh
to the very bone, driving ont
all jpain and soreness, and
morbid secretions, and restoring the afflicted part to sound
and supple health.

\h

ALTQUID
SNUFF,

n

few applcath

a&Ml

•

“Oh. bow I do wish my skin was as clear and
soft as yours,- said a lauy to her Mind. “You
can easily make it bo,* answeredthe friend.
“How?" Inquired the first ladv. “By using Bop
Bitters that makes pure, rich blood and blooming health. It did it for me as you observe.”

trates

---- is tho fiore*.and

!

And one single bottle of Hop Bitters taken
in time would save the $1,000 and all tho*

Betawe the Mustang peneaiabon, protect*tbo
Of the

*

year's sickness.

CataRRH

sweet. Patients who have once taken it
prefer It to all others. Physlclknshave decided it superior to any of tho other oils in
market

to

Equal.

DEALERS

A 1 r •minent physician of Pittsburghsaid to a*
uly patient who wm complaining of her continued ill-health,an’! of hk Inabilityto cure her,
Jokingly said: “Try Hop Blttnn!" The lady took
It in tamest and uaed the Hitters, from which*
•he obtainedj ormanent health. She now laughs
at tbe doctor for his Joke, but ho is not so well
pleated with it, ns it cost him a good patient

more

“CREAM BALM

It haa no

has cured where sdl else had (kOed. It la mild,
but efficient,CERTAIN IN ITS ACTION, but
harralcea in all cesce.
Ertt clean res tbe Bleed and Btreegthene and
gives New Life to ail the important organa of
the body. Tho naturalactionof tho Kidneysis
restored. The Liver la cleansed of slldieeeee,
and tho Bowels move freely and healthfully.
In this way the wont disseeeeare eradiouted
from the system.

it

TANG LINIMENT,

-

Iwu
harmH

THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS
wonderfuleuros, volunLtrily sent us. It is our medicine, Hop
Bitters, that makes the cures. It has never
failed, and never can. We will give reference to any one for any disease similar to*
their own if desired,or will refer to any
neighbor, as there is not a neighborhoodim
the known world but can show its cures by
Hop Bitters.
a losing jon.

•‘Kidney-Wort is the meet successfulremedy
overused.*' Dr. F. 0. Bellou, Monk ton, Vk
“Kidney-Wortis always reliable.''

bowels take

ely>s

oUlte

of them, of the most

PHYSICIANSENDORSE IT HEARTILY.

*

tlTKor oonstlpatBn,
lore of appetite and d Iseascsof the
Hawley'sStomach and Liver PUK 85 rente.

N

km

BAGIt

down upon my lungs. About a year and a
half ago I commenced using Ely's Cream
Balm, with most gratifying results, and am

ywn. TUUaeBaWiw
awed him h It ha* ewed
way otUn of Bn*'

Relying on testimonialswritten in vivid,
ing
of some miraculous cures
made' by some largely puffed-up doctor or
patent medicine has hastened tnoasands to
their graves; believing in their almost insane faith that the same miracle will be
performedon them, and that these testimonials make the cures, while the so-called
medicine is all the time hastening them to
iheir graves. We have avoided publishing
testimonials, ns they do not make the cures,
although we have

_
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PLASTER
—

I

A* an Expectorant

HOP

f

mw

SOLD BT ALL MEDICINE

City aasytedewCe.,Cii>dai>s»l,C

molassos-Jug.

T

In—

clergymen and physiciansin U. 8. and Europe.
C7*For sale by all leadingdruggists.$1.00. (U)
For Testimonialsand circulars send stamp.

Chicago.

Thla porous plasterla
absolutely Ac txsf over
nude, conbinlastbo
v
virtues of hops with
gunu, balsa— nn<i ix— —
„ _
A Clergyman'sTongue.
tracts. Its power is wonderful in oaring discreet where
Rev. R. Priest says tongues cannot express other plasters simply relievo.Crick in the Back and
the good that Warner’s White Wine of Tar Keck, Pain in tbe Sido or Limbo,Stiff Joints and Muscles,
Syrup has done for mo and
family. I Kidney Troubles,Rheumatism, Neuralgia,Sore Chest,
Affections of tho lie art and Liver, and oil pains oraches
have labored in the cause fifteen years, and in
any cart cured Instantly by tho Dop Platter.OT Try
have never found anything that will relieve
I it Price a cents or five for |LOX
Hoarseness, and irritation of the Throat and
L
Lungs, like White Wine of Tor Syrup.
all drUTgists and country stores.
Hyp PtasUr Company, t
Proprietory, Cotton,
I have been a severe sufferer from Catarrh
for tho past fifteen years, with distressing pain
over my eyes. Gradually the disease worked

A sweet thing in bric-a-brac—an Egyptian

•

<

to the moat delleat* child! It
oont
Btiuni no Opiwm In any form f
ted by thyMea*, ItaliUn tad Renw. la M M
ratrybody wU ha* givw it a good trial.U H*rer fhil* U BHag
Ii

.caarecuitpenM.
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Wm. A. Greham A Co,
Wh.l.**l. DrucgMk.'
Zw«vilU. OkU,
*, write w*
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ALLEYS LUHG BALSA!

Satcuday always reminds one of tho
wooden thing shoemakers use when they

Mv daughterand myself, great sufferers
“Well, Doctor,I have no objectionto pay yon
from Catarrh, have been cured by Ely's
for the medicine,but I will return the Visits."
Cream. Balm. My sense of smell restoredand
“ ifttl

"

mmU.*

GRAIN A PROVISION BROKERS. SEND YOUR ADDRESS

shoes. It's the last of the

Urn.

of Bow!T*f Grew,
Va, write*AprilVMti;
tUl h* w*ato m te kaow
lh*t tU Lug lalwte U*
rand Mi witter rf
ofter tUphyrayikte* h*dI
Ur ui) **
Inranhl*.
, It* wn othm
teowtng Ur
Uv*
tekm
*a J tew
rared. H* think* *11 w> *ffllcteditoaldglv.
Ha trial.

grand sermon, ‘FOOD AND MORALS." FOWLElt
A WELIB, i58 Broadway, Now York.

sick folks'

H tU Ui
*

CONSUMPTION.
DW
P

morbid fancies. Promptly cures Rheuautism by routingIk Restores llfo-glvlng propertick to the blood. Is guaranteed to cure all nervous
disorders. tF'Reltablo when all opiatesfall. Bo.
freshes the mind and Invigoratesthe body. Cures
dyspepsiaor money refunded.

|

* ^Chamber

wmrwmmwT. II* write* th*t
W red kka&Ut* Utah

U

the brain of

The Wrong Side of the Meridian.
week.
On the down- hill side of life, winch an old
Leading Physicians, Eminent Divines, every
medical writer quaintly terms “the wrong side one who tries it, indorse Samaritan Nervine.
the meridian," when the functions decay and'
the frame gradually bends under the weight of
years, the system requires to be sustained
under the harden imposed npon it. Innumerable physical ailments and Infirmities then
press upon it, to which it had been in earlierlife
a stranger. Th» surest and pleasantestsupport and solace of declining years is found in
Hostetler'sStomach Bitters, long recognized
as the most whole some and agreeable of dlflusible stimulants, the roost potent of tonics and
alteratives. The
and infli
____aged
_______
linn may place implicit confidenceIn this invigoratingelixir,
which not only checks those maladiesto which
elderly persona are peculiarly subject, but In a
measure retards the encroachments of time
npon the constitution.

lie*.

Wm. a

CONSUMPTION.1

TO SPECULATORS.

Wrlft'l, tC
Om*Iv. w. fte.
w tkM Rii wtr* hr,.:’
PnlNMairjr (W.mi-tloN
Md »M Irmnounad |*aw
rmM.l7.UlrnbnkUa,
wb«a IU m. of AllrnV
write*
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cheat,

Ibave a positiveremedy for tbs above dleeaee; b; It*
uio tbotuande
mo
tboai *ndi of cares o?
of tbe
the wont kind and
end of long
lonB
standing have been cared. Indeed, so strong 1* my fttltn
lu IU offlceey,
that I will send TWO BOTTLEs FKeR, torothor with a VALUABLB TKEATJ8K on this dlrease.ts
say eaffercr Give Express and V. O. address.
Jia. T. A. SLOCUM. IU Pearl BU New York.
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the cause.' Boots bilious tendenciesand makes
clear complexion. Equalled by none In the dellrtum
of fever. A charming resolventand a matchless
laxative.It drlyc# Sick Headache like the wind.
UT Containsno drastic cathartic or opiates.Relieves

Ik

ote
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ducriUv Mi Mmfetolry
Alta'i Lam B*li*m eftar
Ihf formal*
ikowi
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eeive •25, •15. and •10. respectively.H your
newsdealer is out of NUMBER ELEVEN, send us
your address,and we will send you sample copy free.
Address ROBERT B. DAVIS, Proprietor of “THE
WEEKLY CALL," Philadelphia,Pa.
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Dr. Mfftekk,PreUrt.
CtadB.Ml,
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Patents sent free.
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CROUP,

CODfiBS, GOLDS,
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Mr. Crombic’sname was men-

tioned.
. “ I knew about his sickness," said tho
editor. “ and his remarkable recovery. I had
his cbituury all in tyre, and announced in
the Keosntne that he could not live until its
next issue. It was ceftalnly a most wonderful 0:186.”
Rev. A. H. Bartlett, formerly pastor of the

Out In Arizona*

wonderfulconqueror of

—

•f

SMS

office yesterday, and in the course of con-

!

A 600D FAMILY REMEDY!
— THAT WILL CURB

uzly blotches end stubborn blood sores. Eliminates
Boils, Carbunclesend Scalds. CTPennsnently and
promptly cures paralysis.Yes, It Isa charming and
healthful Aperient. Kills Scrofulaand Kings Evil,
twin brothers. Changes bad breath to good, remor-

HAIR

property ren-jKiSrt'irrS

dering tough meat tender* and for this
purpose the leaves or the green fruit
are often boiled with the meat, or the
leaves are rubbed over meat which is to
be roasted. Tho green fruit boiled
tastes like turnips, and the ripe fruit
is made into a very rich preserve with
Bagas.— American Garden.

Lung Balsam

RHEUMATISM,

8bANonD

tree

ALLEN’S

[A SKEPTIC SMDl

FOR PAIN.

aPBAINM,
was beyond me, but the mist bet ore my eyes
was too great I tried to reason,but I had
Soreness,Cuts, Brulita,
lost all power. I felt that it was death, and
FROSTBITES,
realized how terrible it was. At last tho
BURNS, SCALDS,
strain upon my mind gave way and all was a
And all other bodilytchss
blame. How long this continued I do not
and pains.
know, but at last i realized the presence of
FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
friends
and
recognized
my
mother.
I
then
The Papaw.
Mid by all Druggistssnd
thought it was earth, but was not certain. I
Dealers. Directionsin 11
The Papaw of the tropies is Carica gradually regained consciousness,however,
languages. 4.
Papaya, commonly called Mamao in and the pain lessened. I found that my
The CharlesA- Vogeler Co.
friends had, during my unconsciousness,
• M A VOGELER a 00.)
The tree attains considerable been giving me a preparation I hud never
Baltlaara,Id., LEA*
size, but is very soft and short-lived. fckon before, and the next day, under the
The foliage lias the general effect of a influenceof this treatment,the bloat- AGENTS
Lubricating,Hornens, and
ing began to disappear,and from that time
palm, and the tree has been described on 1 steadily improved, until to-day I am as
as such by some writers. It is a very well as ever before in my life, have no traces
BIG PAY?0
nj]>ber
£t*nvyiL Terns
rapid grower, attaining a height of 15 of the terrible acute Bright's disease, which
feet in a few months from seed. When £0 nearly killed me. and all through tho wonSend stamp for our new book on
derful instrumentality
of Warner's Safe Cure,
Patents.
mems. L.
u. IMmmAAl,
BINGHAM. Patent
a forest or newly cleared land has been
the remedy that brought mo to life after I PATENTS. Lawyer, Washington, D. C.
burned over in the Amazon valley this was virtually in another world.”
“You have had an unusual experience,Mr. V/II varv KB am le&rn Telegraphy and earn
tree springs up as raspberries do in
T UU Tig
big wages. SituaUons furCrorabie,” said tie writer, who had been
similar^oases in the woods of the North.niahed.Circuitrsfrec.
ValentiueBros.,
Janesville, Wiabreathlessly listening to tho recital.
ern United States.
the seed,
“Yes, 1 think I have,” was the reply, “and
which is the size of a very small pea,
gets to out-of-the-waylocalities,or preserves its vitality,is a mystery* The
flowers are light yellow ; the males and
females being on different trees. The
fruit is orange-color, roundish or oblong,
and the size of a small melon. It is
borne clustered all around the trunk
of the tree, just below the great crown
of leaves. The pulp is orange-yellow,
soft, full of small, black seeds, and very
sweet; indeed, it is so rich that one can
eat but
ut little of it.
it. The juice of this

Tho only known specific for EpilepticFlu. Tfl
Also for Spasms and Failing Sickness. Nervous
Weaknessit Instantly relieves and cures. Clsansct
blood and quickens sluggish circulation.Neutralizes genus of disease end saves sickness. Cures
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Holiand City News:

the

The Blessing of the Lori,

rams &

co.,

It tfaketh Blch-

Have just received
Our remarks have previouslybeen
sex— those who cast the

ballot,

whom

which they will sell

at the lowest prices.

almost all tbs public sayings and doings

woman

a large line of

new and seasonable goods, such as

Clothing, Overcoats, Dry Goods,

then really nothing

do respecting public

to say or

have added

I

DryGoods,Groceries,Etc.,

and who

elect our MunicipalOfficers, and on

CLOSE ODT MY ENTIRE STOCK,

new stock of

a

al-

most exclusively directedto the sterner

desolve. Has

NOT BEING ABLE TO

Highest market prices paid for

affairs? Is it

Eats and Caps, Boots and Shoos, Etc.

nothing to her that her father,her husband, or son are by the circean tempter

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

downward ways? Is it nothing to her, that in the most public streets
of her town places are legalized to carry
on the most facinatlhg,and at the same
lured into the

time, most fatal traffic, that wa^ ever in

the power of the air?” Is

it

P.
Holland, March 28

nothing to her

that her dear ones are lured into these

because there is no other public place

where they can And warm
who

those

$

8~ly

which

I will dispose of at

bottom

HOSIERY,
figures.

UiNZDEH/WEAR/. UlsTOEH/WEAR,.

fires and a

nothing

Is it

1888.

AND GENTS’

LADIES’

PRIN8 & CO.

BOOUE,

H.

dent during the piercing cold of winter,

hearty welcome?

Call!

At the store opposite the “ City Mills.”

vented since satan became the “Prince of

have a large and very elegant stock of

I

a

Give us

to her that

have everything in

I

shnoliibe at her aide and assist

the line of Underwear that

any person

in inatructing and ruling the household of

ones, are lured away from home

little

whole evenings, while she

is left alone,

could desire, and I will sell at remarkable low figures.

The oldest established Stable in the city.

a

prey to wander, conjecture and fear, as to

On Market

near Eighth,

Street,

Give me

the where-abouts of the previous one?

How

often are her worst fears realized by

I have the newest and best HEARSE In this

hearing an unsteadystep approaching the

city,

door, and seeing one enter that may

purposes, which I will furnish

in-

with the finest bones and carriagesfor funeral

H

Is this

nothing to

The wages of a
week which were sadly needed at home,
may have been spirited from bis pocket,
and he a wretched, disgraced victim has
returned home a prey to shame and reshe nothing to do with it?

morse, ready

as cheap,

woman? Has

to seek the fatal spot a

second

Or is it nothing
the yoong man— her son—

who

brother or future husband,

should

have wisely invested his earnings, should
place them lo the drawer of the aaloonist,
beside the “Fool's Pence,” or in reality

Women in many

the "Fool’s Pence”?

places ihiuk differently,and

up nobly “To the help
the

of the

not cheaper

than any party in this city.

time to drown his grief?

to her that

if

have come

Lord against

mighty.” Perhaps some are waiting
become fatal. Perhaps

chasing elsewhere.

1882.BOONE.
2Wf
H.

all and, July 28th,

II

ZEI

JAS.

£ IRON
TUB ONLY

and inspect my goods before pur-

el j.

deed he aaid to be possessed with an “evil
spirit.

a call, learn prices,

O L L A IT

HUNTLEY,

TRUE

WHO

< TONIC

Estimates given

D, ZMCICH.

iAMAJ*

IS UMACQUAINTKD WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OP THIS COURT RV,
SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE

WILL

for all

kinds of buildings

fin-

ished and completed.

for the disease to

the symptoms of the gangrene sre not yet

FACTS RECARDINQ

sufficiently perceptible Is this our love
for the dear

Sr. Baiter's

ones? The South which was
It will

purify and enrich the

k

Tonic,

Planing and Re-sawing

BLOOD* rejralnte

once proverbialfor its whisky drinking
could now give us a lesson. In the state
of Georgia alone

“Local Option” as to
a law in 70
more than half.
M. 8. V. 0.

selling aicohul, has become
counties, which is

,

(To be Continued.)

These are Soil! Pacts.

The

beat blood purifier and system reg-

ulator ever placed within the reach of suffering humanity, truly is Electric Bitters.

done on short notice.
requlrlnjca certain nml efflclenIONIC,
especiallyDyspepsia, Want of Aii)ietitc.lwHjreatlon. Lack of Strength, etc., Its use Is marked
with Imnieillaleanu woinleriul results. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Brain Tower.
a
aufl'eriny from all complaints
L fV
peculiar to Uielr sex will find In
DR. HARTER'S IRON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It fives a rlenr and healthy complexion.
The strongest testimony to the value of 1>«.
Harter's Ikon Tonic Is that frequent attempt*
at counterfollli!*
have only added t» the popularity of the orlfflnal.If you earnestlydesire health
do not experiment—get the Origin ai. and Best.
dlteafles

BAieo
DllLO

Doors, Blinds,

furnished.

\FaUof rtraageand oeefol lolonnation.frov-F
Dr. Harter's Iron Tonic is tor Sale by au
Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.

Sly

Office

dice, Constipation,

the working class. Send 10 cents
disease of
for postage, and we will mail yon free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
requires an appetizer, tonic or mild stimuthat wit) pnt yon in the way of mak*
lant, will always find Electric Biuera the Ing more money in s few days than you ever
thoughtpossible at any business.Capital not rebest and only certain cure
They ulred. We will start yon. Ton can work all the
Ime or in spare time only. The work Is univeract surely and quickly, every bottle guarsally adaptedto both sexes, yonng and old. Too
anteed to give entire satisfactionor money can easily earn from to cents to $5 every evening
That all who want work mar test the business, we
refunded. Sold at fifty cent a bottle by make this nnparelleledoffer; to all who are not
well satisfied we will send gl to pay for the trouble
Heber Walsh.
of writing ns. Full partlcnlars, dlrectiona, etc.,
sent free. Fortunes will be made by those who
Ayjch’s Sarsaparilla,the first blood med- give their whole time to the work. Orest success
absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now. Adicine to prave a real success, still holds its dress Stinson A Co., Portlana, Maine.

m

drat

GOLD

abroad, as

lous cures

and immensely

Von Moltkr’s

shown by

portrait,

its

JA8.

which

is

a

fine

frontispiece,and the characterportrait of

to the March Century. Each accompanies a striking article. The paper on

men who

nre

-AND —

—
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DRY GOODS STORE
C.

sponsible for abuses

consideredboth in

its

STEKETEE

&

BOS

re-

which await the reforming hand of the kind tf President
Mr. MacVeagh delineates. In their order,
the illustrated papers are an interesting
description of "The New Washington,”

oe tie

toner of Eiieri Kiitli Sts.

Can now bo found, not alone a complete elo
of OnK>;rlee.-alw«ye
of the Kreaheat and Pure
but also all kinds of Faruvra Produce, Provialoi
Etc., Klc.

material and soclsl

aspects. The writer, who prefers to

Alao a very largo and aaaorted slock of
re-

aOOIDE

main anonymous, is a well known author,
who is Intimately acquainted with Wash-

IDE/IT

ington life. Uichard Grant White writes,

aible embracing all the the latestand best mi

Which we Intend to keep aa complete aa p

with his usual pith, about “Old Public fabrics.
BulidingaIn America,” and the pictures
explain as well as embellish. John BurCrockery, Stone
roughs describes,in a delightful way,

Hunt for

The

“A

the Nightingale” in England.

fiction

of the number includesthe

fourth part of Robert Grant’s “An Average Man,” the

fifth of.

Thnnel, dealing with

social predjudiccs in

Western city, and

entitled “Mrs. Fin-

a

& Glasswar

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN
EXCHANGE.
C.

Mr. Cable’s “Dr.

Sevier,” and a short story, by Octave

Holland. Oct. 12th,

!

8TEKETEE A BOB.

1888.
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NEURALGIA

lay’s Elizabethan Chair.” The poems are

Rheumatism i&u1^

by Sidney Lanier, John Vance Cheney,
James Herbert Morse, Hamilton Aide,
Rose Hawthorne Latbrop, Helen Gray
Cone, Frank Dempster Sherman, and

Afflctleaf,

_

Acute or Chronic

Lumbago, Sciatica an

ucmtNervous Headachi

wMvnww Their complete and perfect cure acco
IS&V1HE plished in • few hoan.wlth • deg.
of

all

Tut extraordinarypopularity of Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral

«

»

»-ir

Is the natural result of its

week at home, 15.00 outfit free. Pay
solntely snre. Mo risk. Capital not
------ . Header, If yon want bwlnea
years. It has indisputably, proven Itself
..... persona of either ees, yoong or
Ibe very best known specificfor all colds, can make great pay all the time they work, i
absolote certainty,write for partkolan to U. I
coughs aid pulmonary complaints.
MVV A Co., Portkad. Maine.
a

use by intelligent peeple for over forty

17-tf.

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

bo

It is familiarly called, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
incident to a smooth track, aafa bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points.
Past Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES | a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLININGCHAIR CARS ever built | PULLMAN’S
latest designed and handsomest PALACJ SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to traveler*at
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.

As

insidiousin their

'

none so trifled with by the majority of sufferers. The ordinary cough or cold, resulting
perhaps from a triflingor uncouscioupexposuro, is often but the beginning of a fatal
sickness. Ayek’b Cbkkry Pectoral has
well proven its efficacyin a forty years’ fight
with throat and lung diseases,and should be
taken in all cases without delay.

A

THREE TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS eaoh way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,
via the

famous

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.

Terrible Cough Cured.

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been ooened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Foyetta,

" In 1857 1 took a severe cold, which affected
my lungs. I had a terriblecough, and passed
night after night withoutsleep. The doctors
gave me up. 1 tried Avkk’s Cherry Pectoral, which relieved my lungs, induced
sleep, and affordedme the rest necessary

and Council

For more detailed information, see Map* and Fold*r*,which maybe obtained, as
Canada, or of

"I have used Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
in my family ior several years, and do not
hesitate to pronounce it Hie most effectual
remedy for coughs and colds we have ever

tried.

R.

ft.

E. ST.

Vlce-Pre*’t A Oen’l

omni/ n

dealers

DRY GOODS.
GROCERIES,

TORPID BOWELS,

NOTIONS and
CROCKERY.
As we have ju8t storied in business In
Ibis ci'y, we have on baud

HEW

FRESH GOODS

of the

best quality, and

at current

we
market prices.

will sell

them

Pectoral.

Byhalla, Miss., April

5,

1882.

cannot say enough in praise of Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral, wlieving as f do that
but for its use I should long since have died
from lung trouble*. K. Braodon.”

166
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i,* V

Palestine, Texas, April

22,

1882.

Mo case of an affection of the throat or
tang* exists which cannot be greatly relieved
by the use of AVer's Cherry Pectoral,
and it will altoayt cure when the disease is
not already beyond the control of medicine.
FEEPARED BY

Oor stock of

complete and we

is

BUTTER

sell

at bottom figures

and EGGS.

We will pay market prices for Batter end
Eggs; also will buy Grain, Potatoes,
Seeds, etc., etc.

Dr J. C. Ayer &Co., Lowell, Mail.
Sold by all Druggists.

Ag%

TUTT’S
PILLS

13, 1882.

" I suffered for eight years from Bronchitis,
and after trying many remedieswith no success, I was cured by the use of Ayer’s Cherry
Joski-u Walden.”

JOHN,

Cen’l T’k’t A PafeV

CHICAGO.

CRANE.”

A.

J*ke Crystal, Minn., March

CABLE,
Manager,

well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Officesin the United States and

for the recoveryof my strength. By the
continued use of the Pectoral a permanent cure was effected.I am now G'l yenis
old, hale and hearty, and am satisfiedyour
Cherry Pectoral saved me.
Horace Faikiirotiieb.”
Rockingham, Vt., July 15, 1882.
Croup. — A Mother's Tribute.
“While in the country last winter my little
tmy. three years old, was taken ill with croup;
it seemed as if he would die from strangu•lation. One of the family suggestedthe use
of Ayer’s Cherry Peitoral. a bottle of
which was always kept in the house. Tills
was tried in small and frequentdoses, and
to our delight in less than half an hour the
little patient was breathing easily. The doctor said that the CiiEKRY PECTORAL had
saved my darling’s life. Can you wonder at
our gratitude? Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Emma (Jedney.”
160 West 128th St., New York, May 16, 1882.

Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolisand Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Bxpress Trains.

” 1

certaintythat challenge* dUpute. For sale
druggists.Price tf, Aek fercJrewta
JAMES E. DAVIS A CO, Agents, Dnaotr.

others.

1888.

attack as those affecting the throat and lungs:

General Wine MacVeagh, is a powerful
cutting satire on the

27,

HUNTLEY.

Cherry Pectoral

Presidency,”by ex Attorney

analysis of the political situation,and a

Nslng thn Orsat Osntral Linn, affords to travstors,by torsoii of Its unrivaled *•©graphloRt position,ths shortott and boot routs bstwtsn tho East, Northsastand
Southeast,and ths West, Northwest and Southwest.
It Is llterattyand strictly true, that Its connectionsare aN of the principalllnea
of road between the Attantfo and tho PaoHIu,
By Its main Nne and branohta tt reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oeneeeo, Moline and Nook Island, In Illinois( Davenport, Musoatins,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskaloosa, PelrfleM, Dee Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Muffs,
In Iowa i Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, end Leavenworth and Atohlson In Kansas, and ths hundreds of oWea, villagesand towns
Intermediate.The

AYER’S

NEW

GROCERY

Irving as Hamlet, lend a personal inlereat

“The Next

Holland, May

Mo other complaint* are

IN THE

miracu-

increased sales.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R'y,

River Street,

near the corner of Tenth Street,

in public estimation, both at

heme and

and shop on

for

known.

place

Mouldings

Brackets, etc. made and

(Srftr tfi-rts-'-SiSsr

Inactivity of the Liver. Biliousness, Jaun-

Wean Kidneys, or any
the urinary organs, or whoever

Hand Railing, Sash

Stairs,

PETEK 8TBKKTBR A

CO.

BoLLAXD.MUb.,July ta.tsss.

-

,

,

DISORDERED LIVER,
From hestnlonrce^ euIm oi (^fourths of
1

Appetite, I
ache, ftwnes* after eating, aversion toexert! <m
rn of
ol body or mind, 3:»uciatlon
of food, Irritability of temper, X*w
spirits, A feeling of having neglected
some duty, niizineM,Flui'.c rl ngat the
HearCDots before the evte, highly colored Urine, COMSTIPATIOAV and demand the use of a remedy that ac ts directly
on the Liver. AaaLivermedlcineTCTT’S
PILLS have no equaL Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin la also prompt ; removing
all Imparities through these three “soavengers of the avstom,’* producing appetite, soond digestion, regularitoolB,aclear
skin andaYlgorooa body. TUTT’N FUdLB
cause no nausea or griping ner Interfere
with dolly work and are aperfeot

MXT&Wkh

